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Abstract 
 
In information science research, information seeking behaviour (ISB) has been a popular 
area for the development of models and frameworks (Case, 2007). Most of ISB studies have 
been investigated on everyday life situations and work-related ISB that can be reasonably 
different from behaviour in people’s disaster-related ISB (Wilson, 2000; McKenzie, 2003; 
Savolainen, 2008). Natural disasters can affect many people over a vast area; thus, studying 
disaster-related ISB is of great importance.  
 
Furthermore, most of disaster-related ISB studies have relied on online social network data, 
providing insights into the ISB of those with internet access (Palen and Liu, 2007; Palen and 
Anderson, 2016). However, in a large-scale natural disaster such as the Great East Japan 
Earthquake of 2011, people in the most severely affected areas tended to have limited 
internet access (Gómez, 2013). Therefore, we use an alternative data source to investigate 
disaster-related ISB using people’s testimonies that can be regarded as oral documents 
(Turner, 2012a, 2012b). 
 
This thesis addresses several research objectives (RO) such as 1) to investigate the instances 
of disaster-related ISB such as information needs, information sources, information 
channels, and their relationships, 2) to analyse temporal stages of disaster on disaster-related 
ISB, 3) to analyse the use of human senses on disaster-related ISB, and additionally the use 
of human senses on demographic factors, and 4) to investigate the methods used in datasets 
for gaining insight into the impact of the distribution of annotations.  
 
RO 1:  To investigate disaster-related ISB instances, the first study provided a detailed 
description of natural disaster-related ISB of people who experienced a large-scale 
earthquake and tsunami, based on an analysis of people’s written testimonies published by 
local authorities. We identified 285 disaster-related ISB instances from 118 people’s 
testimonies collected from three reports published by local governments. The four main 
concepts examined included active information needs, passive information needs, 
information channels, and information sources. Our analyses suggest that information such 
as current status, disaster information, and warning represent some of the common active 
information needs, while warning, current status, evacuation instruction, and disaster 
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information are among the common passive information needs. Infrequently annotated 
concepts such as transportation and education-related needs are equally important in our 
study to understand the breadth of information needs sought during a large-scale natural 
disaster compared to everyday life and work-related ISB. We have also identified several 
categories of information channels and information sources. Our analyses suggest that most 
information channels were frequently used by people, with no particular category being 
more popular than another, as such information sources were varied. Family and 
neighbourhoods were far more popular information sources than other categories such as 
broadcast media. 
 
Moreover, the first study also examined the relationship between the disaster-related ISB 
instances to gain further insight into disaster-related ISB. The main findings indicate that 
passive information needs were obtained by wider information channels than active 
information needs. Moreover, the two types of information needs (active and passive) tended 
to use a different set of information sources. Upon examining the relationship between 
information channels and information sources, most information source categories were 
accessed via multiple information channels, suggesting that people are not relying on a 
single information channels means to access information sources during disasters. 
 
RO 2: To analyse temporal stages of disaster on disaster-related ISB, we propose further 
consideration of the temporal aspects of events for improved understanding of disaster-
related ISB. Although previous studies suggested the importance of temporal factors 
(Gómez, 2013; Palen and Anderson, 2016; Palen and Liu, 2007), our study further identified 
the relationship between ISB concepts and temporal stages of a disaster. Our analyses 
suggest that concepts such as information needs (both active and passive) and information 
channels can exhibit different patterns across the temporal stages, while information sources 
remained relatively consistent.  
 
RO 3: To analyse the use of human senses on disaster-related ISB, and additionally the use 
of human senses on demographic factors, derived from the dataset used in RO 1-2, people’s 
testimonies that often mentioned about the use of human senses to obtain and to receive 
information observed human senses can play a significant role. We identified three out of 
five human senses, such as sight, hearing, and touch from 1,791 sense-bearing sentences of 
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259 people’s testimonies in the disaster-related ISB context. Our findings suggest that the 
use of senses was varied across passive and active information needs, for example, the sense 
of hearing frequently appeared in passive information needs, and the sense of sight 
frequently appeared on active information needs. Our findings also suggest that sight 
appeared on the majority proportion of senses to obtained information via unspecified 
information sources and information channels. In information sources and information 
channels, obtaining information sources from family, neighbourhood, work community, 
colleague, or public sectors via information channels such as face to face communication, 
phone, or speakers was frequently observed. 
 
Further, the proportion of hearing was often higher than sight in many categories of 
information sources and information channels. As for the unspecified categories, we 
speculate that the high proportion of sight is due to the cases where the person itself obtained 
information, but further study is needed to validate this. Additionally, our results show that 
the use of senses was significantly varied across demographic factors such as gender, 
location, and age groups in the context of disaster-related ISB. 
 
RO 4: To investigate the methods used in datasets for gaining insight into the impact of the 
distribution of annotations, the third study examined the impact of two datasets used in RO 
1-2 and RO 3 by qualitatively comparing the distribution pattern. Our analysis suggests the 
proportion of active and passive information needs, and the most frequent category in active 
information needs, information sources, and information channels. On the other hand, the 
category distribution of passive information needs showed more variance than other 
variables. Our analysis also suggests that there are several common patterns of annotated 
data from the two testimony datasets that were produced in a different context. 
 
This thesis contribution offers people’s written testimonies as a type of oral documents can 
be exploited as a useful source of studying disaster-related ISB (Turner, 2010). Our approach 
facilitates the study of disaster-related ISB of people without internet access both during and 
after a disaster. Thus, we propose the temporal stages of disaster and the human senses as 
the novelty factors on disaster-related ISB (Powell, 1954; Dynes, 1970; Cox et al., 2017). 
 
Key words: Disaster-related Information Seeking Behaviour, Temporal Stages, Human Senses  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Background 
Natural disasters can affect the lives of vast numbers of people, and loss of infrastructure, 
for example, the 2011 Great East Japan earthquake and tsunami (Thatcher et al., 2015). Due 
to those casualties, we need to reduce and mitigate the damage. Some of the biggest 
challenges in disaster management, however, are the lack of insight about people’s 
behaviour especially their communication and information dissemination in affected areas 
(Palen and Liu, 2007; Arai, 2013). Further, we first need to have a detailed understanding 
of human-information behaviour during a natural disaster, which in this study, we called 
disaster-related information seeking behaviour (ISB). Moreover, since a natural disaster 
represents a temporally acute, often unanticipated event (Imran et al., 2013), people’s 
disaster-related ISB can reasonably be expected to differ from behaviour in everyday life 
and work-related situations (Wilson, 2000; McKenzie, 2003; Savolainen, 2008). Also, 
protecting one’s health and safety is the primary concern during natural disasters, which is 
not necessarily the case for traditional ISB studies. 
 
Studying disaster-related ISB poses many challenges. First, since natural disasters are 
unanticipated and unpredictable events, formulating an exact study plan is challenging. 
Second, given that a vast area with diverse geographical conditions can be affected by a 
large-scale natural disaster, data collection and sampling are also challenging. Third, a 
natural disaster can destroy critical infrastructure, resulting in the loss of telecommunication 
tools such as phones and the internet. This means that analysing online data, a common data 
source (e.g., Palen and Liu, 2007; American Red Cross, 2011; Tapia et al., 2011), may not 
provide a comprehensive view of disaster-related ISB. Fourth, although governments and 
relevant parties release social data on disaster-related events, detailed accounts of local 
people’s behaviour are often not adequately recorded and documented. These combined 
challenges often are obstacles to studying disaster-related ISB models. Furthermore, it is 
plausible that disaster-related ISB is significantly affected by other factors, including 
disaster type (e.g., flood, typhoon, earthquake, and tsunami), scale, and geographic location. 
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A better understanding of disaster-related ISB is expected for the society that needs further 
development of building resilient community by exchanging valuable information that can 
be efficiently captured, summarised, and delivered to relevant parties in the community. 
 
 
1.2 Problem statement, justification and novelty of the research 
In information science research, ISB has been one of the richest for the creation of models 
and frameworks. The ISB study orientations are mostly system orientation and user 
orientation on everyday life and work-related situation (Wilson, 2000; Case, 2007; 
Savolainen, 2008). System-oriented studies, for example, focused on developing 
information systems; and user-oriented studies focused on people as an information seeker. 
In this thesis, we focus on people or user orientation as an information seeker on the disaster-
related situation that notably different from everyday life or work-related situation.  
 
In a disaster situation, people search for information about their family, which indicated the 
different information needs compared to when people do routine work. People’s information 
needs will also affect the kind of information sources and channels they use, for example, in 
a disaster situation, the internet or telecommunication will be cut off; thus, the major 
disaster-related ISB concepts will be different from everyday life or work-related ISB. Also, 
demographic characteristics, occupation, and social role are some of the particular interest 
in emerging literature within ISB context.  
 
In this thesis, we look into two factors, such as temporal stages of disaster and human senses. 
Temporal stages of a disaster were chosen because people’s behaviour is changing over time, 
and thus, temporal stages are significant to study. Another factor is the human senses 
because a person will enforce their senses to work in a disaster situation, and thus this thesis 
will provide an insight that human senses can play a significant role in describing disaster-
related ISB. 
 
Therefore, this thesis aims to study a detailed account of disaster-related ISB on the 2011 
Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami. This thesis also aims to investigate two factors 
that have been disregard in ISB studies, such as temporal stages of a disaster and human 
senses might be useful to identify disaster-related ISB. 
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To study disaster-related ISB, we collect oral documents that consist of people’s written 
testimonies that will allow us to gain insight into disaster-related ISB of people who did not 
have access to the Internet during and after the disaster, and who were not represented in 
online social media data (Palen and Liu, 2007; American Red Cross, 2011; Tapia et al., 
2011). Published people’s testimonies also allow other researchers to revisit the original 
texts for further analysis or verification, and to increase the level of reproducibility in our 
work. Although user-generated contents in social media can also offer an opportunity of re-
examination, the availability of online contents can be unpredictable due to technical 
problems in Internet connection, content management system, or web service provider. Also, 
authors can remove their contents at any time. Furthermore, the recent strong trend of social 
media-oriented studies (Palen and Liu, 2007; Tapia et al., 2011) can potentially lead to a 
skewed understanding of disaster-related behaviours. By expanding the scope of studies to 
non-social media sources, we have an opportunity to develop a more balanced understanding 
of disaster-related ISB in related domains. Further, as Thatcher et al. (2015) argue, oral 
documents provide coverage over a large area of severely affected regions to include a broad 
representation of the different people’s perspectives and experiences expressed in their 
languages and belief, rather than led by researchers’ agendas (Frohmann, 2004). 
 
 
1.3 Research objectives 
In terms of theoretical contribution in ISB models, this thesis aims to provide a detailed 
account of people’s ISB during the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami that will 
allow us to gain a better understanding of disaster-related ISB concepts such as (passive and 
active) information needs, information sources, and information channels, and their 
relationships. 
 
Further, two potential factors were proposed to explain disaster-related ISB, such as 
temporal stages of a disaster, and human senses. By investigating those factors, more detail 
difference of disaster-related ISB will be provided comparing with typical behaviour 
described in everyday life or work-related situations.  
 
Additionally, as for methodological contribution, we compare multiple collections that were 
collected from two different studies to identify common disaster-related ISB patterns.  
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1.4 Thesis outline 
This thesis is organised as follows: 
  
Chapter 2 introduces the basic concepts of crisis and disaster, reviews studies related to 
information behaviour, including ISB in natural disasters, and disaster information 
behaviour study in Japan. Temporal stages of a disaster, human senses on ISB and 
demographic studies, and oral documents are discussed. 
  
Chapter 3 presents the first study which aims to study the instances of disaster-related ISB 
such as information needs, information sources, and information channels and their 
relationships, and to study the relationship between temporal stages of disaster and disaster-
related ISB. 
  
Chapter 4 presents the second study which aims to investigate the use of sight, hearing and 
touch interplay with disaster-related ISB, and the use of senses in disaster-related ISB 
affected by age, gender, and location. 
 
Chapter 5 presents datasets comparison to identify common patterns based on disaster-
related ISB instances. 
 
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by highlighting the major findings of the present 
work. The potential directions for future work are also discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review 
 
 
2.1 Definitions of crisis and disaster 
The term “crisis” is typically used as a catch-all concept encompassing all types of “un-
ness” events (Hewitt, 1983), situations that are unwanted, unexpected, unprecedented, and 
almost unmanageable, which cause widespread disbelief and uncertainty (Stern and 
Sundelius, 2002). A crisis is more precisely defined as “a serious threat to the basic structure 
or the fundamental values and norms of a social system, which under time pressure and 
highly uncertain circumstances necessitates making critical decisions” (Rosenthal, 1989, p. 
10). The world has faced multiple types of crises, for example, human-made crises such as 
terrorist attacks (9/11, Virginia Tech massacre), the spread of human and animal viral 
disease (H1N1), nuclear and chemical crises (Chernobyl), war and much more (Hagar, 
2010).  
 
Table 2.1 Disaster categories and sub-categories (Oltanu et al., 2015) 
 
Category Subcategory Examples 
Natural • Meteorological 
• Hydrological 
• Geophysical 
• Climatological 
• Biological 
• Tornado, hurricane 
• Flood, landslide 
• Earthquake, volcano 
• Wildfire, heat/cold wave 
• Epidemic, infestation 
Anthropogenic 
(Human-Induced) 
• Sociological (intentional) 
• Technological (accidental) 
• Shooting, bombing 
• Derailment, building 
collapse 
 
 
However, not all crises are disasters: “a crisis is an unstable situation” that may or may not 
lead to a disaster (Castillo, 2016). A related yet conceptually distinct term ‘disaster,’ on the 
other hand, has a stronger nuance of its impact on a community or society. National Science 
and Technology Council (2005, p. 21) defined a disaster as a “serious disruption of the 
functioning of a community or a society causing widespread human, material, economic or 
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environmental losses which exceed the ability of the affected community or society to cope 
using its resources.”  
 
Disasters have many characteristics and types. Table 2.1 shows two disaster taxonomies used in 
Europe and the United States (Olteanu et al., 2015). These categorisations are important because the 
type of disaster affects people and are expressed differently. Therefore, in this thesis, we focus on 
natural disasters to the extent to which it disrupts social routines or social order. 
 
 
2.2 Information behaviour models  
In information science research, information behaviour has been a very popular area, and 
one of the richest for the creation of models and frameworks to explain the complex data 
produced (Case, 2007). Figure 2.1 shows Wilson (2000)’s nested model of information 
behaviour conceptual areas. Wilson (2000) defines models of information behaviour to be 
“statements, often in the form of diagrams, that attempt to describe an information-seeking 
activity, the causes and consequences of that activity, or the relationships among stages in 
information-seeking behaviour.” 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 The nested model of information behaviour (Wilson, 2000) 
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Furthermore, ISB forms part of the broader field of information behaviour, which includes 
both intentional information seeking, such as querying or actively browsing for information, 
and unintentional behaviours, such as passively watching a television commercial (Wilson, 
2000). ISB typically assumes a model of the search process including the initial recognition 
and specification of an information need that may be expressed explicitly or implicitly (Case, 
2007; Marchionini and White, 2007).  
 
Information need, however, has no accepted definition, though there have been numerous 
suggestions (Case, 2007). Dervin (1983) suggests that a need is a state that arises within a 
person, suggesting some kind of gap that requires filling; and when applied to the word 
information, as in information need, what is suggested is a gap that can be filled by 
something that the needing person calls “information”. To fulfil information needs, people 
need to search through information channels and information sources. Rogers (1995) 
defined information channel as a means by which information is moved from one point to 
another, usually from the information source to the receiver such as face-to-face, radio, or 
the internet. Further, information source is defined as a medium in which knowledge or 
information is stored or the originator of a message, for instance, an agency representative, 
or a friend (Rogers, 1995).  
 
Often the case, ISB studies have been identified from people’s everyday life and work-
related behaviour (Wilson, 2000; Case, 2007; Marchionini and White, 2007; Savolainen, 
2008). In this thesis, we focus on natural disaster-related ISB, which have been looked on a 
limited number of studies (Ryan, 2013, 2016). The ISB instances such as information needs, 
information sources, and information channels will be the key and relevant to this thesis as 
the ISB model was based on attempted to explain how people seek information during 
disasters. 
 
2.2.1 Information seeking behaviour in natural disasters 
Over the past few decades, studies in the area of ISB have advanced, moving beyond a 
resource-focused to a person-centric perspective (Clemens and Cushing, 2010). Numerous 
models have been developed to describe and explain complex relationships between a 
person’s perceived information needs, cultural and situational contexts, information 
resources, systems, and intermediaries (Ingwersen and Jarvelin, 2006). Researchers have 
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also studied how people seek information in disaster situations, focusing on the media 
sources people used during disaster situations (e.g., Piotrowski and Armstrong, 1998; 
Greenberg et al., 2002; Roeser and Schaefer, 2002; Seeger et al., 2002; Stempel and 
Hargrove, 2002). This line of inquiry can provide insights that help emergency agencies 
develop better communication plans. 
  
According to Ryan (2013), anthropogenic (human-induced) disaster, such as the 2001 World 
Trade Centre (WTC) attacks in the United States, were a major catalyst for increasing the 
number of studies in disaster-related ISB, transforming research from focusing on media or 
web usage to information networks as a whole (e.g., Spence et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2007; 
Palen and Liu, 2007; Lachlan et al., 2008; Hagar, 2010). For example, Spence, et al. (2006) 
investigated the effects of gender and age on disaster-related ISB, from the perspective of 
uncertainty reduction. His findings suggest that females regarded television and radio as 
more useful than males, while males were more likely to use the internet in the aftermath of 
the 2001 WTC. Lachlan et al. (2008) investigated media use during the I-35W Mississippi 
River bridge collapse in 2007 and determined that young people were more likely to use 
social media such as Twitter. People in urban areas were more likely to use television, 
particularly females. Females are also more likely to use the internet for messages related to 
affective needs.  
  
Cohen et al. (2007) studied Grampians Fires in Australia and highlighted the usefulness of 
local radio stations for distributing valuable information to the community. The study also 
investigated different types of warning information, which is an essential type of information 
needs in disaster-related ISB. Palen and Liu (2007) studied the role of information and 
communication technologies (ICT) in the context of two different disaster cases, the 2005 
Hurricane Katrina and the 2001 WTC. Their work drew on disaster sociology using spatial 
disaster zones and temporal phases to describe emerging information pathways. Spatial 
disaster zones describe geographic sizes of impact, while temporal stages consist of eight 
socio-temporal stages of disaster proposed by Powell (1954) and Dynes (1970). Their results 
suggest that information pathways are altered after the impact stages of disaster because ICT 
becomes useful only during the post-impact phases such as inventory, rescue, remedy and 
recovery. Hagar (2010) investigated foot and mouth disease outbreaks in Northwest England 
and determined that people in regional areas serviced by small rural towns tended to use 
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personal agency contacts when possible and were more likely to use family, friends, and 
knowledgeable acquaintances. The concept of information horizons (Sonnenwald, 1999; 
Savolainen, 2008) was also examined to model disaster-related ISB. For example, Ryan 
(2013, 2016) adapted Savolainen (2008)’s information source horizon concept to better 
understand ISB during slow-moving flood and flash flood incidents in Queensland, 
Australia. She determined that people in cities tended to discover disasters occurring in their 
community through interpersonal contacts via a variety of methods including mobile and 
fixed phones and face-to-face interaction. 
  
To summarise, the literature has identified factors such as location, gender, age, disaster 
types, media types, ICTs, and community relationships as factors potentially affecting 
disaster-related ISB. However, the previous studies did not look into a detailed description 
of disaster-related ISB, such as information needs, information channels, information 
sources, and its relationship among concepts (Spence et al., 2006; Ryan, 2013, 2016). 
Because the previous studies also have not looked into temporal aspects of events, and the 
relationship with ISB concepts on the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami, this 
thesis aim to provide a thorough description of disaster-related ISB concepts and the 
relationship between information needs, information channels, and information sources of 
disaster-related ISB. This thesis also aims to suggest more consideration of the temporal 
stages of a disaster, and the human senses for enhanced understanding of disaster-related 
ISB.  
 
2.2.2 Disaster information behaviour study in Japan  
Japan is one of the countries most affected by natural disasters. Regarding to disaster 
information behaviour study in Japan, studies have been conducted to understand human 
factors during the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami. Gómez (2013) carried 
out a study on the reaction of international students at Tohoku University during the 2011 
Great East Japan Earthquake. This study indicated that students relied primarily on 
secondary sources of information to make decisions, for example, family and friends of the 
same nationality, most of whom were not likely to be better informed than the students 
themselves. Six different stages in the evolution of the emergency such as (1) immediate 
response; (2) taking shelter in Sendai; (3) life in the city during the aftermath; (4) sheltering 
outside Sendai; (5) coming back; plus (6) an overview of the experience, were used. The 
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study suggests that helping students assimilate more into Japanese society might enhance 
their decision making during a crisis. The survey suggests deeper links with Japanese society 
influence behaviour after a disaster, which can positively influence future reactions during 
the extended phase of a similar emergency. This statement is also supported by Arai (2013)’s 
study on Japan’s tsunami warnings and evacuation instructions from a linguistic perspective, 
which states that once a disaster happens, the only way to evacuate people is through 
language. 
 
To examine the role of information behaviour on information failure, Thatcher et al. (2015) 
analysed four reports about the Fukushima Nuclear Power Disaster. The Fukushima Nuclear 
Power Disaster is the subsequent disaster of 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami 
whereas the extremely-dangers of radiation-contaminated water from the disaster has 
remained dormant. Based on the analyses, the authors concluded that information avoidance 
behaviour was a major factor of the disaster and that the behaviour can be explained by a 
combination of three theories: Affective Load Theory, Face Threat Theory, and Escalation 
Theory. The central concept behind the incident was the “myth of nuclear safety” which was 
introduced in the 60s and developed to be ‘learned affective norms’ in the community 
(Affective Load Theory). This discouraged people to find information that might challenge 
the safety myth. Similarly, this discouraged people to state a message that doubted the safety 
of nuclear since they could lose face (Face Threat Theory). When such a culture was 
maintained for over 40 years, both behaviours were escalated and became difficult to 
change, even when the situation was so critical (Escalation Theory).  
  
Thatcher et al. (2015)’s study is particularly important to the context of this thesis. First, 
their study investigated information behaviour in the context of a complicated large-scale 
earthquake and tsunami involving a nuclear power explosion when failure to use information 
effectively resulted in wide-ranging disasters. Second, their research demonstrated that 
written texts published by the nuclear plant company and authorities could be a useful 
resource to facilitate our understanding of disaster-related ISB. The methodology adapted in 
this thesis using report and publications from local authorities exhibits similar strengths and 
weaknesses as those of Thatcher et al. (2015)’s study. The main difference is that this thesis 
focuses on the understanding of local people as opposed to cooperative organisations. 
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2.3 Temporal stages of disaster  
During theoretical development on disaster research, Neal (1997) summarised various 
phases of disaster as a critical component often embedded implicitly in the meaning of 
disaster. Time and space models are important methodological tools for organising, 
describing, and explaining data since differences in disaster phases and area coverage 
represent various types of individual and group behaviours (Stoddard, 1968; Neal, 1997). 
One of the early attempts to classify periods of the disaster was represented by Powell’s 
work (Neal, 1997). Following Powell (1954) study, Dynes (1970)’s review of organisational 
behaviour at both the theoretical and practical levels in a disaster context by drawing heavily 
upon Powell’s eight different disaster-time stages (Britton, 1988). Dynes (1970) grouped 
Powell’s stages into three conditions, such as pre-disaster conditions, emergency states (i.e., 
warning, threat, impact, inventory, rescue, and remedy), and post-emergency period (i.e., 
recovery). Dynes (1970) argued that disasters follow a general temporal sequence despite 
the nature of the disaster. Thus, Dynes (1970) also employed these phases to successfully 
argue for an all disaster types. 
 
In this work, to compare some stages models, we use the most established model for 
temporal stages of disaster, proposed by Powell (1954). Table 2.2 presents Powell’s eight 
temporal stages, ranging from a pre-disaster stage to a recovery stage. Although the stages 
are designed to depict a general transition from Stage 0 to 7, it is possible that one’s state 
reverts to a previous stage when multiple events are occurring in a short time of period (e.g., 
earthquake, aftershock, tsunami, and fire). This thesis is not the first to recognise the 
importance of temporal stages in ISB studies. For example, Gómez (2013) divides six stages 
in the evolution of an emergency in the context of international students in Tohoku 
University during the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. His stages consist of immediate 
response, taking shelter in Sendai (the largest city in the Tohoku region, Japan), life in 
Sendai during the aftermath, sheltering outside Sendai, back to Sendai, and an overview of 
the experience. 
 
As can be seen, Powell’s model and Gómez’s model are different in the scope. Gómez’s 
emergency stages were designed to describe a particular location and situation during the 
disaster. Another example, Palen and Liu (2007) used the spatial and Powell (1954) temporal 
ordering of disaster events to frame a broader set of immediate changes arising from 
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pervasive information and communications technology discussion. Finally, a user study by 
Joho, et al. (2015) suggests that temporal aspects of information needs can strongly influence 
the behaviour of information searching. These findings reinforce our aims to investigate the 
aforementioned temporal stages on disaster-related ISB in detail. 
 
 
Table 2.2 Eight socio-temporal stages of disaster (Powell (1954) cited by Dynes (1970)) 
 
Stage 0: PRE-DISASTER 
State of social system preceding point of impact 
Stage 1: WARNING 
Precautionary activity includes consultation with members of own social network 
Stage 2: THREAT 
Perception of change of conditions that prompts survival action 
Stage 3: IMPACT 
Stage of “holding on” where recognition shifts from individual to community affect and involvement 
Stage 4: INVENTORY 
Individual takes stock and begins to move into a collective inventory of what happened 
Stage 5: RESCUE 
Spontaneous, local, unorganized extrication and first aid; some preventive measures 
Stage 6: REMEDY 
Organized and professional relief arrives; medical care, preventive and security measures present 
Stage 7: RECOVERY 
Individual rehabilitation and readjustment; community restoration of property; organizational preventive 
measures against recurrence; community evaluation 
  
 
 
We are not the first to recognize the importance of temporal stages in ISB studies. For 
example, Palen and Liu (2007) used the spatial and temporal ordering of disaster events to 
help frame a larger set of immediate changes arising from pervasive information and 
communications technology diffusion. Recent work by Joho et al. (2015) also suggests that 
temporal aspects of information needs can strongly affect the behaviour of information 
searching. These findings reinforce our aims to investigate the effect of temporal stages on 
disaster-related ISB in detail. 
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2.4 Human senses on information seeking behaviour 
The role of the body is an “absent presence” in social science (Shilling, 2012). There is a 
wide consensus that we cannot understand human cognition without considering how 
humans interact with the world through their senses and do their thinking within a body. 
  
In information science, the observation of bodies in action was first reported within an 
information literacy (IL) perspective to theorise the “corporeal modality” of information on 
the information experiences of 16 ambulance officers in training and on-road practice 
(Lloyd, 2009). Corporeal information can be understood as “information that is experienced 
through the situated and sensory body as it interacts with material objects, artefacts and other 
people inhabit the same landscape” (Lloyd, 2009). Lloyd has explained that experienced 
officers collect information through their sense of touch (haptic). As a result, Lloyd suggests 
that the body becomes the location for the intersection between conceptual information and 
information drawn from real life through practice. 
  
Apart from corporeal information, another terminology is used to explain ‘the body’: 
embodied information (Cox et al., 2017). Embodied information “describes the corporeal 
expression or manifestation of information that has symbolic, linguistic, and/or signal-based 
patterns of an organisation” (Bates, 2006). The study is based on fieldwork conducted at 
The Iron Age Broch of Gurness and the Neolithic Ness of Brodgar excavations in Orkney, 
Scotland in 2013 and 2014 on embodied information examined the information practice 
study of archaeologists, students and volunteers undertaking a field excavation (Olsson and 
Llyod, 2017). Their findings indicate that the sense of touch (haptic) is only one example of 
embodied practices. Archaeology students and volunteers working at the sites needed to 
acquire such skills as lifting heavy stones or moving the dirt to the spoil heap, which are 
physically demanding. Nevertheless, most of the previous study analysis had described only 
one sense within their study domain. 
  
Recent work in information behaviour recognises the importance of embodied information 
particularly in serious leisure activities, including hobbies such as running, music, and 
liberal arts (Cox et al., 2017). Their findings suggest that embodied information is central to 
the hobby of running, both through the diverse sensory information that the runner uses and 
through the dissemination of information. Similarly, studies on the effect of music, drawing 
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and the liberal arts on the embodied experience suggest that the role of the body is a key part 
of information behaviour. Due to the absence of reference to the body in some influential 
works on information behaviours, Cox et al. have suggested that more empirical and 
theoretical work is needed to understand insights from practice theory, phenomenology, 
embodied cognition and sensory studies (Cox et al., 2017). 
  
Despite the terms that some works have offered, research on the senses is a growing field, 
and a significant amount of research remains to be conducted (Robinson, 2015; Singh et al., 
2017). Therefore, to expound upon the role of the body on the context of disaster-related 
ISB, we use the (five) human senses.  
 
2.4.1 Human senses on demographic studies 
Demographic studies allow us to study changes to the human population through a 
phenomenon defined by various criteria such as age, gender, and location (Howes, 2018). 
Research on the demographics’ effect on the senses has examined the use of the senses in 
spontaneous conversation across a range of languages and cultures (San Roque et al., 2015). 
The findings suggest that sight is always the dominant sense, with hearing ranked second in 
shaping conversation of the language.  
  
The effect of gender and age on the senses has also been studied in the context of human-
vehicle interaction (Riener, 2018). Three senses modalities, such as sight, hearing, and 
touch, have been used to study reaction times on age- and gender-dependent evaluations and 
the results suggest that the reaction times for the different modalities sight, hearing, and 
touch can be different across gender and age groups. Psychology research on episodic 
memory further stated that the use of senses is known to decrease with age and different 
sensitivity of using the senses across gender, for example the sight ability seems to decrease 
as the age increases (Nyberg et al., 1996). 
 
Another demographic characteristic to consider is the location. Location is essential to 
finding our way in spatial environments (Towey, 1999; and Jenkins et al., 2016). Although 
the concept of place remains elusive, deriving and quantifying such meaning allows us to 
observe how people transform a location into a place and shape its characteristics (Towey, 
1999). Therefore, to understand the use of the senses across demographic characteristics 
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within the context of disaster-related ISB, we additionally investigate the effect of senses on 
age, gender, and location.   
 
 
2.5 Oral documents 
Oral documents used in our analyses included testimonies of people who were affected by 
the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami. These testimonies were recorded, 
transcribed, edited, and published independently through various outlets. Although we did 
not have control over the interviewing protocols and transcription details, collecting 
testimonies from multiple published books and reports gave us access to a relatively large 
number of local stories spread over a wide area, which would be otherwise very costly to 
achieve (e.g., by manual interviewing). Also, it ensures the reproducibility of findings since 
the original sources are publicly available (Turner, 2012a).  
 
Turner (2012a) defined oral documents as “evidence or information about both specific 
content and characteristics embedded in action(s) essential to furnishing that content via 
word of mouth spoken in the presence of another”. Further, oral documents can refer to a 
broad range of resources. For example, oral documents are gathered only from an oral 
delivery mechanism that the results may someday help increase understanding of 
transmitting oral information. The broader scope of oral documents is needed that may 
include instant messaging, Internet-based calling, teleconferencing, voice mail, Twitter, and 
other modes used to transmit information that has characteristics of orality that has been 
neglected from document studies (Turner, 2012a, 2012b). Further, orally based information, 
along with certain types of related electronic and written information, is typically 
categorised as one of two types: informal information or information from informal sources 
(Turner, 2012a).  However, these documents provide researchers with multiple ways to 
reflect upon everyday life have been useful for the investigation of ISB (Quarantelli, 1987, 
1997; Plummer, 2001; Taylor et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2010; Charmaz, 2014). 
 
Turner (2010b) suggests that oral documents provide insight that assists in understanding 
how orally based information intersects with information behaviour, knowledge 
management, information policy, cultural heritage, and professional development that 
involves orality. As Frohmann (2004) explains, an information artefact, specifically a 
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document, can be informative. He articulates four properties such as materiality, 
institutionalisation, social discipline, and historicity that reflect how documents result from 
decisions, in the form of social agreements, that render them informative. The rectification 
of oral documents broadens the scope of information science and implies a need to 
understand them better so practitioners can carry out their professional responsibilities to 
collect, describe, organise, and preserve oral histories (Turner, 2012b). These points 
demonstrate the usefulness of research using orally based information.  
 
Moreover, research beyond those characteristics is also needed to address orality situated in 
different types of social contexts that may incorporate a larger sample. Oral documents also 
should determine whether and how a range of actions that orality can involve (including 
gestures, blinking, hand movements, audience response, and more) contribute to information 
conveyed orally while face-to-face (Turner, 2012a, 2012b). 
  
Therefore, in this thesis, we focus on oral documents as our primary sources. 
 
2.5.1 Possibilities and future of oral history in Japan  
In worldwide, there is high possibility and advantages of another oral history, besides written 
testimonies that also can be called oral documents, using video recordings of testimonies for 
interviews, transcriptions, and duplication (Turner, 2012a). In Japan, on the contrary, oral 
history is an undeveloped discipline, used under various labels, mainly by academics who 
are often trained overseas or writers who have found interviews effective in collecting 
personal stories without clear-cut methodological guidelines (Yamamoto, 2000).  
 
Oral history is called kojutsushi or kikigaki in Japanese. Although sometimes called oraru 
hisutori, the English expression is not widely accepted. Kojutsushi or kikigaki includes not 
only taped interviews but also “dictated” stories where an interviewer wrote down what the 
narrator told him. As such, this approach to history is said to date back to the eighth-century. 
However, modern oral history, as an active approach to history and education, is little 
studied or understood. In 1996, a sociologist, Tani Tomio, defined kojutsushi as a narrated 
personal history in the form of an interview, which needed to be tape-recorded, transcribed, 
edited, and polished to become a “life history.” 
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The first attempt to examine oral history systematically as a historical approach took place 
in 1987 when the Historical Science Society of Japan (Rekishi Kenkyu Kai) featured oral 
history in its Rekishigaku kenkyu (Journal of Historical Studies). Aware of the lack of an 
academic evaluation of the oral history approach, the journal discussed the possibility of 
common ground among those who used oral interviews for their research and writing. The 
first part was based on a symposium-reports and discussion by scholars, concerning oral 
history in England, and the second part, ironically, was scholars’ interviews with a non-
fiction writer, Sawachi Hisae, and a “reportage” writer, Honda Katsuichi.  
 
The first work clearly called “oral history” came out from the Japan Library Association 
(Nippon Toshokan Kyokai). A group of its members organized a task force, Oraru Hisutori 
Kenkyukai (oral history study group), to record the history of public libraries in the middle- 
to small-size cities. Published in 1998, Chusho toshi ni okeru kokyo toshokan no unei is a 
product of such oral history interviews. Although the interview method and format are more 
like dialogues, the book is significant in that it was planned and done as an oral history 
project to record the detailed history of some libraries through spoken narratives alone. This 
group is still in existence, with a plan to conduct further interviews. If we include non-fiction 
stories such as historical reportage during and after a disaster and analytical life histories, it 
can be said that there have been a fair number of works in oral history in Japan, although 
few of them call themselves “oral history.” 
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CHAPTER 3 
An Analysis of Natural Disaster-Related 
Information-Seeking Behaviour Using 
Temporal Stages 
 
 
3.1 Aim and objectives 
A few numbers of ISB studies have been looking into disaster-related events, and this thesis 
aims to provide a detailed account of people’s ISB during the 2011 Great East Japan 
Earthquake and Tsunami. This will allow us to gain an understanding of disaster-related 
ISB, and there are main ISB concepts such as (passive and active) information needs, 
information sources, and information channels; and their relationship among disaster-related 
ISB concepts.  
 
This thesis also investigates temporal stages of disaster on the context of disaster-related 
ISB. By examining temporal stages of a disaster, more detail difference of disaster-related 
ISB will be provided comparing with typical behaviour described in everyday life or work-
related situations. Following are research questions, 
 
• What are the instances of (passive and active) information needs, information sources, and 
information channels of disaster-related ISB, and their relationships? 
• How do the temporal stages of disaster affect disaster-related ISB? 
 
 
3.2 Methodology  
We employed content analysis to make replicable and valid disaster-related ISB instances 
by systematically interpreting and coding people’s testimonies (Morgan, 1993; Hsieh and 
Shannon, 2005; Krippendorff, 2005). Our work began by establishing a collection of oral 
documents that consists of local people’s testimonies from the 2011 Great East Japan 
Earthquake and Tsunami that were published approximately a year after the event, which 
provided them sufficient time to reflect on the event while maintaining the memory of their 
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experiences. People’s testimonies are gathered from an oral delivery mechanism that the 
results may help increase understanding of transmitting oral information; and thus, people’s 
testimonies used in this study can be regarded as oral documents (Turner, 2012a, 2012b). 
People’s testimonies used in this study includes a memo or written texts similar to a diary, 
or in Japanese called Shuki. 
 
We set the criteria for data collection as follows. First, we selected books and reports 
containing a large number of testimonies published by local authorities to ensure the 
inclusion of perspectives from a diverse population of the disaster event, while minimising 
variance in the testimony collection process. The collection used in this study represents one 
of the largest collections of testimonies identified at the time of data collection. 
 
Second, we focused on two of the most severely affected areas, Ibaraki Prefecture and 
Fukushima Prefecture, to ensure the capture of prominent impacts of the event on people’s 
ISB in the analysis. For example, the Ibaraki area experienced one of the largest earthquakes, 
followed by tsunami, aftershocks, and blackouts. Fukushima Prefecture further experienced 
nuclear power plant accidents. In this thesis, earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear explosion 
were happening almost simultaneously, and thus, we do not try to isolate each type of 
disasters in the analysis. Rather, we try to capture and understand the complexity of disaster-
related ISB by maintaining the occurrence of multiple disaster types. 
 
3.2.1 Collection of testimonies 
Table 3.1 summarises the testimony collections included in this study. Pages refer to the 
page numbers from testimonies in respective reports. The first and second reports are based 
on interviews with local people and professionals involved in the disaster, while the third 
report has interviews with representatives of organisations in various sectors such as schools, 
hospitals, fire stations, and local business. In all, 4,756 sentences from 143 individuals were 
identified from the three collections. Of those, after coding, 118 had at least one instance of 
ISB that was analysed in this study on Table 3.1. Table 3.2 shows age and gender distribution 
of testimonies.  
 
We used Erikson’s lifespan stages psychosocial development theory to divide the age 
categories into adolescence (13-19), early adulthood (20-39), adulthood (40-64) and 
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maturity (65>) (Erikson, 1950, 1968), since this is one of the most well-known 
categorisation of ages in social studies. The age distribution of testimonies was not available 
in nearly half of the testimonies. For those testimonies with age information, the majority 
were on adulthood (40-64) category. For gender distribution, it is evident that more male 
data exists than female data. 
 
 
Table 3.1 A summary of the testimony collections (N = 118) 
 
ID Document title Prefecture Pages Publication 
Date 
Testimonies 
1 Kita Ibaraki Shinsaiki (North Ibaraki’s 
Record) 
Ibaraki Page 12-171 February, 
2012 
59 
2 2011-nen 3-gatsu 11-nichi Iwaki: Tsutae 
tsugitai Higashi Nihon Daishinsai no 
Kiroku (2011/3/11 - Iwaki City: The Great 
East Japan Earthquake Record) 
Fukushima Page 17-88 March, 
2012 
50 
3 2011-3-11 Iwaki-shi, Higashinihon 
daishinsai no Shougen to Kiroku 
(2011/3/11 Iwaki City: Record of 
Testimony on The Great East Japan 
Earthquake) 
Fukushima Page 30-31, 36-37, 
54-55, 60-79, 80-83, 
86-89, 92-93, 112-
113, 146-147, and 
226-227 
March, 
2013 
9 
 
 
Table 3.2 Age, and gender group of testimonies (N = 118)   
 
Age Gender 
Adolescence (13-19) 2 Female 45 
Early adulthood (20-39)  6 Male 73 
Adulthood (40-64)  33     
Maturity (65>)  10     
Not available 67     
 
 
 
 
3.2.2 Coding methods 
The next step in our investigation involved coding instances of ISB from the testimonies. 
We followed the general principles of coding suggested by Hsieh and Shannon (2005). First, 
we drafted an analysis plan. Since we had objectives, such as to provide a detailed account 
of disaster-related ISB from oral documents in our analysis, we focused on the main ISB 
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factors: information needs, information sources, and information channels. We also aimed 
to provide empirical evidence to show the temporal stages of disaster on ISB instances. To 
achieve these objectives, we took a content analysis approach to data analysis.  
 
Table 3.3 shows an example of a testimony oral document, a first-person account of male, 
age unknown. The document has a title, address, name, and age of the author. From the main 
testimony, we identified descriptions about how the person actively sought information 
about the fuel supply. 
 
Second, ISB instances were coded. Like other coding processes, our coding was an iterative 
process. Although we had the basic overall categories of information needs, information 
sources, and information channels prior to starting the coding, examples were added and 
revised during the process of coding the testimonies. The coding was based on instances 
level not based on sentences level, so that one instance could consist of one or more sentence. 
If, for example, one information need has more than two information channels, we separate 
each information channel with the same information needs.  
 
We establish reliable coding by generating and updating our codebook during the process. 
Table 3.3 shows a set of final ISB codes assigned to this part of the description. We took a 
similar approach to the coding the temporal stages of a disaster. We identified each 
annotation with information needs, information channel, information sources, and temporal 
stages. After repeating this process several times, we reviewed the result for incomplete or 
missing data. 
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Table 3.3 Coding examples of testimony from document ID no. 3 
 
Transcription Code 
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Title 
 
Name (Omitted) 
 
Occupation  
 
Address  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 “…Until March 
26th, the gas 
shortage continues. 
As a result, I 
contacted the 
manufacturer. They 
said I could get the 
gasoline supply if I 
come to collect...” 
(Male, age 
unknown, document 
ID no. 3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Active Information 
Needs (Post-disaster 
Supplies) 
• Information Channel 
(Phone) 
• Information Source 
(Work 
community/Colleagues) 
• Temporal Stages (6 
Remedy) 
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Figure 3.1 Content analysis coding process 
 
 
Third, we entered the data the qualitative data analysis and research software named, atlas.ti. 
The initial coding of all ISB instances was conducted and subsequently examined by two 
researchers in ISB domain. The disagreement between the two was jointly resolved by close 
re-examination of corresponding cases and discussions. The final step involved the 
validation of the integrity and consistency of annotations. Having accurate annotations of 
ISB was of primary interest, and thus, inferential statistics regarding the relationship 
between ISB concepts, and the effect of temporal stages on disaster-related ISB were not 
obtained due to sample size. Therefore, we opt for descriptive analysis in this chapter.  
 
 
3.3 Results  
3.3.1 Information needs modes, information channels, and information sources 
identified from testimonies 
In all, 285 ISB instances were identified in 118 testimonies as the result of the coding 
process. We then grouped together similar instances and formed major categories and 
examples for information needs, information channels, and information sources by using 
content analysis steps which are summarised in Table 3.4 (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005).  
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As for information needs, we formed similar major categories for coding two prominent 
modes of fulfilling the needs emerged from the analysis of ISB instances. One was via 
purposeful active seeking of information (McKenzie, 2003), and another was a result of 
passively receiving or encountering the information (Wilson, 2000). Since the categories 
and frequency of information obtained or received by the two modes appeared to vary, they 
were of our interest to compare. This led us to divide the concept of information needs into 
active information needs and passive information needs. The difference between the two 
types of information needs is given as follows.  
 
Active information needs refer to a set of needs inferred from the description of purposeful 
ISB to answer a specific query (McKenzie, 2003). An example of the description where 
active information needs were identified is “Until March 26th, the gas shortage continues. 
As a result, I contacted the manufacturer. They said I could get the gasoline supply if I come 
to collect” (Male, age unknown, document ID no. 3). Here, we can infer that the person 
actively sought information about the fuel supply. In Figure 3.2, there are 71 instances of 
active information needs in our dataset.  
 
Passive information needs, on the other hand, refers to a set of needs inferred from the 
description of the information people passively received or encountered when they were not 
actively seeking. An example of the description where passive information needs were 
identified is “I heard someone shouting about the tsunami warning. And, I saw and heard a 
government helicopter giving evacuation instructions.” (Male, 63-year-old, document ID 
no. 1). Here, we can infer that the person received or encountered the information about 
tsunami warning and evacuation instructions although he was not actively seeking them. In 
Figure 3.2, there are 214 instances of passive information needs in our dataset.
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Table 3.4 Main categories and examples of information needs, information channels, and information sources 
 
Concept Main category Examples 
 
 
 
 
 
Information needs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Current status 
  
 
Disaster information 
  
 
Education 
 
Evacuation instruction  
 
Nuclear explosion  
 
Post-disaster supplies 
  
  
Story 
 
Transportation 
 
Warning 
 
Unspecified  
 
*Please note that the examples provided below will sign as ‘A’ for examples 
found in active information needs; and ‘P’ for examples found in passive 
information needs. 
 
 
Family status, acquaintance status (A, P) 
Regional damage condition, Iwaki city condition, and Tohoku condition (P) 
 
Disaster information, damage and loss information, disaster preparedness 
information, earthquake information, tsunami information (A, P) 
 
School postponement, and entrance exam result (P) 
 
Evacuation instruction, and finding shelter (A, P) 
 
Explosion in power plant (P) 
 
Water outage and saving water, gasoline and diesel supply, support material and 
water, food, clothes distribution (A, P) 
 
Stories about past events (P) 
 
Road closure and public transportation information, and train condition (A, P) 
 
Earthquake Early Warning (EEW), and tsunami warning (A, P) 
 
No (active or passive) information needs, and information needs were not 
clearly defined (A, P) 
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Information channels Face to Face 
  
Internet 
 
Mail 
 
Phone 
  
Radio 
 
Speakers and signage 
 
 
Television 
  
Unspecified 
People shouting, student’s shouting, and teacher’s instruction 
  
Government or agency website 
 
E-mail or text message (phone) 
 
Mobile phone, and public telephone 
  
Radio, cell phone radio, car radio, wireless radio, and radio station 
 
Ambulance and fire brigade trucks, city’s public relation car, helicopters, office 
speakers, police car, resident speakers, and school’s broadcasting 
 
News, Kobe television, NHK television, and in-car television 
  
No information channel and channel were not clearly defined 
Information sources Broadcast media 
  
Family/Neighbourhood 
 
Foreign government 
 
Health and safety 
  
  
JMA 
  
Local government 
  
  
Work community/Colleagues 
 
 
Unspecified 
Sources via such media as film, radio, recorded music, or television 
  
Family, friend, neighbourhood, and someone 
 
Australian government 
 
Ambulance, fire brigade, local fire volunteer department, nuclear safety 
commission, person from health centre, and police 
  
Information source from Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) 
  
City hall staff, district officer, Fukushima Prefecture, ministry, prefecture 
leader, company’s resident, public relations, and support centre 
 
Consumer, shop staff, parent or guardian, kindergarten president, head of the 
parent-teacher association, school student, and teacher 
 
No information source and source were not clearly defined 
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This suggests that people passively received or encountered disaster-related information 
more frequently than actively seeking them. Also, the number of main categories in Figure 
3.2 suggests that people got a wider range of information in a passive manner (ten categories) 
than active manner (seven categories), although they share several categories in our dataset. 
For instance, the information about the evacuation instruction was both sought actively and 
received passively, and thus, it appeared in both categories, while the information about 
nuclear explosion and education was only appeared in the passive need category.  
 
In active information needs, testimonies indicated that current status (N = 49) of family and 
acquaintances was the most frequently sought information, followed by disaster information 
(N = 10), warning (N = 5), and post-disaster supplies (N = 3). In passive information needs, 
frequent categories were warning (N = 67), current status (N = 43), and evacuation 
instruction (N = 41). For instance, information regarding the instruction to evacuate and find 
shelter were also included in the evacuation instruction category.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Active information needs distribution  (b) Passive information needs distribution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Information channels distribution   (d) Information sources distribution 
 
Figure 3.2 Distribution of disaster-related ISB concepts 
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Information channels (N = 285) are a route or medium whereby people obtained or received 
information from information sources (N = 285). From the earlier example of passively 
receiving tsunami warning and evacuation instructions, one can infer that tsunami warning 
was received from someone in the neighbourhood via a face-to-face communication 
channel, while evacuation instructions were received from the local government via a 
channel of (helicopter’s) speakers. Our data indicate that information channels included face 
to face (N = 92), phones (N = 43), TV (N = 42), and radio (N = 26) with a reasonably similar 
level of frequency. As for information sources, families and neighbours (N = 99) were the 
most frequent category followed by broadcast media (N = 53), work community/ colleagues 
(N = 39), and health and safety-related organisations (N = 21). 
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3.3.2 Relationships between concepts 
Now that we have identified the major categories of passive and active information needs, 
information channels, and information sources from testimonies, the next section will 
examine the relationships between the four concepts to understand the interplay between 
disaster-related ISB concepts. 
 
A. Information needs and information channels 
Figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) shows the proportion of information channels used by the major 
categories of passive and active information needs, respectively. For example, passive 
information needs such as current status, disaster information, evacuation instruction, and 
warning were obtained through via diverse information channels. An example from a story 
related to passive information needs states, “The neighbourhood who had evacuated told me 
that the house was inundated by the tsunami” (Female, age unknown, document ID no. 3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Passive info. needs and info. channels    (b) Active info. needs and info. channels 
 
Figure 3.3 Relationship between information needs and information channels 
 
 
The trend appears in the information channels used by active information needs shows that 
the frequency of occurrence varies across major categories. The results allow us to 
understand the diversity of information channels used by different information needs. The 
findings also highlight that the range of information channels used by active information 
needs is more limited than those of passive information needs. 
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Current Status (N=43)
Disaster Information (N=31)
Education (N=1)
Evacuation Instruction (N=41)
Nuclear Explosion (N=7)
Post-disaster Supplies (N=6)
Story (N=13)
Transportation (N=1)
Warning (N=67)
25% 50% 75% 100%
Face to Face Internet Mail Phone
Radio Speakers and Signage Television
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B. Information needs and information sources 
Figure 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) present the proportion of information sources used by the major 
categories of passive and active information needs, respectively. From Figure 3.4(a), it is 
evident that source from family/neighbourhood appears in most passive information needs 
category, except in nuclear explosion category. A similar trend also appears in active 
information needs and information sources (see Figure 3.4(b)), family/neighbourhood also 
appears in current status category as the larger proportion among active information needs. 
This result is suggesting that people’s information sources can vary across types of 
information needs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Passive info. needs and info. sources (b) Active info. needs and info. sources 
 
Figure 3.4 Relationship between information needs and information sources 
 
 
C. Information sources and information channels 
Figure 3.5 presents the proportion of information channels used by information sources, 
whereby data of passive and active information needs are aggregated. The results show the 
diversity of information channels used to access different information sources. From Figure 
3.5, it is evident that information sources including family/neighbourhood, work 
community/colleagues, and local government, were accessed via diverse information 
channels, suggesting that people do not rely only on a single means to access data. 
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Figure 3.5 Relationship between information sources and information channels 
 
 
3.3.3 Temporal stages of disaster 
The final part of our analyses investigates the role of temporal stages of disaster on ISB. By 
studying temporal stages of a disaster within the context of disaster-related ISB, this will 
give insight about the difference with typical behaviour described in everyday life or work-
related situations. Each instance of ISB identified in the testimonies was classified into one 
of Powell (1954)’s eight stages. The instances categorised to the temporal stages are pre-
disaster (2), warning (77), threat (38), impact (89), inventory (65), rescue (2), remedy (6), 
and recovery (6). As we found that there were not as many occurrences of pre-disaster, 
rescue, remedy, and recovery categories in the testimonies, we decided to focus on warning, 
threat, impact, and inventory, and to avoid bias in our analysis due to small samples. The 
following are some examples of the categories for the temporal stages from testimonies. 
 
• Stage 1: Warning is the precautionary activity includes consultation with members of own 
social network, for example, “I heard public information of the tsunami warning vaguely 
ringing the siren” (35-year-old male, testimony from document ID no. 1) 
• Stage 2: Threat is perception of change of conditions that prompts survival action, for 
example, “I was repeatedly told by my son who was nearby, ‘Run away! It is dangerous!’” 
(Female, testimony from document ID no. 2) 
• Stage 3: Impact is a stage of “holding on” where recognition shifts from individual to 
community affect and involvement, for example, “... a man who was trying to evacuate with 
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a car called me, ‘Are you alright?’ I replied, ‘I do not know where I should go and there are 
no cars’” (18-year-old female, testimony from document ID no. 1) 
• Stage 4: Inventory is a stage of the individual takes stock and begins to move into a 
collective inventory of what happened, for example, “An e-mail arrived from a friend on the 
way saying that it seems that a tsunami has reached Otsu City” (57-year-old female, 
testimony from document ID no. 1) 
  
Figure 3.6 and 3.7 present the proportion of major categories in four concepts across the 
temporal stages of disaster. When the proportion of major categories varies across temporal 
stages, one can summarise that temporal stages can be used to characterise these four 
concepts. 
  
Figure 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) present the relationship between the temporal stages and passive 
and active information needs, respectively. A clear pattern of temporal stages on the 
proportion of information needs is evident. Passive information needs such as warning and 
evacuation instructions were more common in the warning and threat stages, while current 
status, disaster information, story, education, transportation, and post-disaster supplies 
increased in proportion in the impact and inventory stages. Active information needs show 
people actively sought current status information across all four stages. Therefore, the 
temporal stages of disaster can allow for the separation of information needs that are 
temporarily sensitive (e.g., warning) from those that are not (e.g., disaster information). 
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(a) Passive information needs 
                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Active information needs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Relationship between temporal stages and information needs 
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    (a) Information sources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    (b) Information channels                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Relationship between temporal stages and information sources, channels 
 
 
Figure 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) present the relationship between the temporal stages and 
information sources and information channels, respectively.  
 
One observed pattern is that information sources were used similarly across the temporal 
stages of a disaster, unlike other concepts. On the other hand, information channels exhibit 
different patterns across temporal stages. For example, face-to-face was used more on threat 
stage and has a similar ratio on warning, impact, and inventory stages. Speakers and signage 
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were more active at warning and threat stages. Phone, radio, and TVs were relatively 
consistent across all stages. 
 
In summary, we observed from our dataset that information needs (both passive and active) 
and information channels were interplayed by the temporal stages of a disaster, while 
information source was found to be relatively stable against the temporal stages. 
 
 
3.4 Summary 
The first part of our contribution to this field of study was to provide a detailed account of 
disaster-related ISB in the context of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake (and tsunami). 
The four main concepts examined included active information needs, passive information 
needs, information channels, and information sources. Our analyses suggest that information 
such as current status, disaster information, and warning represent some of the common 
active information needs, while warning, current status, evacuation instruction, and disaster 
information are among the common passive information needs. Infrequently annotated 
concepts such as transportation and education-related needs are equally important in our 
study to understand the breadth of information needs sought during a large-scale natural 
disaster. We have also identified several categories of information channels and information 
sources. Our analyses suggest that most information channels were frequently used by 
people, with no particular category being more popular than another, as such information 
sources were varied. Family and neighbourhoods were far more popular information sources 
than other categories such as broadcast media. 
  
The second part of this study’s contribution was to examine the relationship between the 
four concepts to gain further insight into disaster-related ISB. The main findings indicate 
that some information needs were obtained by a limited number of information channels, 
while diverse information channels met other needs. Passive information needs were 
obtained by wider information channels than active information needs. Moreover, the two 
types of information needs (active and passive) tended to use a different set of information 
sources. Upon examining the relationship between information channels and information 
sources, most information source categories were accessed via multiple information 
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channels, suggesting that people are not relying on a single means to access information 
sources during disasters. 
  
The final part of this study’s contribution was to examine the relationship between the 
temporal stages of disaster and disaster-related ISB. Our analyses suggest that concepts such 
as information needs (both active and passive) and information channels can exhibit 
different patterns across the temporal stages, while information sources remained relatively 
consistent. The pattern of temporal stages on passive and active information needs was 
similar in many categories, although a certain category of information was frequently sought 
in a particular stage of the disaster. For example, information about the family and 
acquaintance status was actively sought only at the impact and inventory stages of the 
disaster. As for the information channels, face-to-face was more common at warning and 
threat stages, while the frequency of phone and mail increased at the impact and inventory 
stages of a disaster. This might be due to the fact that people had to secure their safety first 
at warning and threat stages and they could only seek information about their families after 
the safety was secured. These highlight the importance of considering temporal stages of 
disaster within disaster-related ISB.  
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CHAPTER 4 
The Use of Sight, Hearing, and Touch on 
Information Seeking Behaviour of the 
Great East Japan Earthquake 
 
 
4.1 Aim and objectives 
The human senses are integral in the human body. In everyday lives, people often speak 
about what they see, hear, smell, taste, and touch, for example, about the weather we see, 
the music we listen, or the food we taste. The senses represent an immense data collection, 
aggregation, and archive related to one’s surroundings that allow the brain to understand the 
environment and its effect on the body in real time (Towey, 1999).  
  
In information science, the observation of bodies in action was first reported in the context 
of corporeal information, which can be understood as “information that is experienced 
through the situated and sensory body as it interacts with material objects, artefacts and other 
people inhabit the same landscape” (Lloyd, 2009). Llyod (2009) suggests that the body 
becomes the location for the intersection between conceptual information and information 
drawn from real life through practice. More recently, work in information behaviour 
recognises the importance of embodied information, which is defined as “how the authors 
receive information from the senses and the way the body conveys a sign that can be read 
by others”, when we study Information Behaviour in non-work-related activities such as 
serious leisure. However, the findings of the role of corporeal information or embodied 
information in ISB are limited. For example, existing studies on this topic tend to focus on 
a single sense without considering the relationship to other senses (Balatsoukas and 
Ruthven, 2012; Olsson and Lloyd, 2017). Consequently, Cox et al. call for more empirical 
and theoretical work to gain insights from practice theory, phenomenology, embodied 
cognition and sensory studies (Cox et al., 2017). 
  
However, although an impressive number of ISB studies emerges especially studies of the 
body in information behaviour, a limited number of studies investigates senses on disaster-
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related ISB (Wilson, 2000; Peter Lueg, 2014). This happens because studying human senses 
on disaster-related ISB poses many challenges. First, discovering what humans perceive is 
difficult. Senses are not only invisible but also body orientation-related aspects influence 
what human perceive (Peter Lueg, 2014). Second, popular data collection methods, such as 
surveys and interviews, show limited insights into what information a subject failed to 
notice, and typically no insights into why they failed to do so (Peter Lueg, 2014; Cox et al., 
2017). Although complementing those data collection methods with ethnographic methods 
would address some of the data collection issues, the additional effort is high, and accuracy 
can be compromised (Peter Lueg, 2014). Third, most of the current works in information 
behaviour excel at one side of the perception while disregarding the other, for example, a 
study on haptic analysis (Olsson and Llyod, 2017) and gaze direction (Balatsoukas and 
Ruthven, 2012). This is also due to the focused environment of their works, primarily work 
in the excavation field which often uses the sense of touch and the use of computers as the 
domain of study which often uses the sense of sight. Thus, these challenges often prevent 
the study and the development of disaster-related ISB models. 
 
Referring to an example of the categories for the temporal stages from testimonies such as, 
“I heard public information of the tsunami warning vaguely ringing the siren” (35-year-old 
male, testimony from ID document no. 1), our findings suggests that human senses can play 
a significant role (see 3.3.3 temporal stages of disaster).  Building on previous study, we 
then decide to carry out further investigation on human senses to provide a better 
understanding of disaster-related ISB. Unlike past work which focused on serious leisure 
such as running, this study investigates ISB during natural disasters such as earthquakes and 
tsunami. We chose natural disaster-related ISB because 1) the goal of information seeking 
is different from work-related or leisure-based activities, and 2) the use of body and senses 
is intense during natural disasters (Lloyd, 2009). The following are the research questions:  
 
• RQ1: How do the human senses interplay with disaster-related ISB? 
• RQ2: How are the use of senses in disaster-related ISB affected by age, gender, and location? 
  
To answer these research questions, we employ a content analysis to label the human senses 
and disaster-related ISB instances, and to determine an early connection and uncover an 
association between the senses and a set of disaster-related ISB instances, such as passive 
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and active information needs, information sources, and information channels  (Hsieh and 
Shannon, 2005; Krippendorff, 2005). 
 
 
4.2 Methodology  
A content analysis was employed to investigate the use of human senses during the disaster-
related ISB (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). We decided to use one of the largest people’s 
testimony collections of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami, recorded and 
published by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK) (NHK, 2013; NHK, 2014; NHK, 
2015). On the previous study, although a number of people’s testimonies is good for 
establishing a set of disaster-related ISB concepts (e.g., passive and information needs, 
information sources, and information channels), the distribution of demographic 
characteristics, such as age and location, were skewed. Moreover, we are moving to larger 
collection to examine multiple collections rather than relying on a single collection. A total 
of 614 people’s testimonies can be retrieved in NHK books; but we sampled 269 people’s 
testimonies, which can be retrieved not both in NHK books and NHK digital archive 
(nhk.or.jp/archives/311shogen/) (see Table 4.1). 
 
Table 4.1 A summary of the testimony collection  
 
ID Document title Publication 
Date 
Number of 
Testimonies 
Full-text on 
web 
1 Record of Testimony on The Great East 
Japan Earthquake: 1 
February, 2013 283 144 
2 Record of Testimony on The Great East 
Japan Earthquake: 2 
February, 2014 178 68 
3 Record of Testimony on The Great East 
Japan Earthquake: 3 
February, 2015 153 57 
 
 
In our investigation, the next step involved coding instances of the (five) human senses and 
a set of disaster-related ISB instances in the testimony texts using a crowdsourcing service 
(lancers.jp) from July 2017 until August 2018. We ran screening tasks on senses and 
disaster-related ISB instances, separately, before we label 269 people’s testimonies. This 
screening tasks’ goal was to find reliable crowd workers, i.e. individuals who achieved the 
test accuracy with a score of 80% or above before they annotated our dataset (Shiga et al., 
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2017). For screening and project tasks, we provided similar instructions. An example of the 
labelling instructions regarding the senses can be found in Table 4.3.  
 
 
Table 4.2 Screening and project tasks instruction on human senses to crowd workers 
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In this task, you will classify sentences about 
experiences related to the earthquake disaster 
according to certain rules. Specifically, you will 
judge whether each sentence contains a 
description of the five human senses. 
  
The five human senses you will classify are: sight, 
hearing, taste, smell and touch. Please carefully 
read each definition and applicable example 
sentence to fully understand each sense’s 
characteristics and complete the task. Also, if 
more than one sense occurs within a single 
sentence, you can select more than one choice. 
  
1. Sight refers to the ability to see; i.e. what is 
seen. 
Example: “When you see it, the wave has come 
up.” 
  
2. Hearing is the ability to perceive sound. 
Example: “The roof tile falls ashore.” 
  
3. Taste sensation refers to a flavour that is sensed 
when a substance comes into contact with a 
mouth or throat. 
Example: “This butter tastes sour.” 
  
4. Smell is the ability to sense odour and scent by 
the nose organs. 
Example: “It smells a little.” 
  
5. Touch is when a part of the body touches 
something. 
Example: “It’s like I got on the waves.” 
  
6. None 
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In the screening task, we invited 200 crowd workers per ISB concepts and senses for each 
round. Information channels and senses were easy categories; while passive and active 
information needs and information sources were difficult categories to pass the screening 
tasks. Further, other screening tasks were needed for passive and active information needs, 
and information sources until we fulfil the adequate number of workers that will be assigned 
to the project tasks. For incentives, we pay 300 JPY for one person per screening task. 
 
Those workers who passed the screening test were then invited to code people’s testimony 
texts, called project task. A total of 6,566 sentences from 269 people’s testimonies were 
divided into 300 lines of 20 pages on .pdf file and labelling result is written in the given .xls 
file, and were assigned to diverse workers to label human senses and a set of disaster-related 
ISB instances, separately. Those workers need to complete the task within 5 (five) days with 
the payment amount of 1,875 JPY. To annotate sentences with a reliable label, we recruited 
three workers per sentence. It is common for researchers to hire two or more coders to ensure 
the consistency and reproducibility of labelling in the content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon, 
2005). Voting was used to determine the final label suggested by the crowd (Yuen et al., 
2011). If an agreement was not achieved between the three workers, we recruited another 
worker to annotate until a majority consensus was achieved. This process we repeated for 
all ISB labels across all sentences.  
 
In our case, one sentence judged by three crowd workers’ votes for four ISB instances and 
human senses; thus, a total of more than 96,660 votes have been collected. The use of crowd 
intelligence makes it possible to complete the tasks that cannot be automated, such as 
providing input labels for initial training (Imran et al., 2014; Shiga et al., 2017). Figure 4.1 
shows the whole crowdsourcing process.  
 
The screening tasks and project tasks instruction and questions could be found in Appendix 
B, C, and D. 
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Figure 4.1 Crowdsourcing process 
 
 
Furthermore, we then removed those sentences without disaster-related ISB instances from 
the analysis. Of those, 259 people’s testimonies that consist of 6,444 sentences were selected 
for analysis. Table 4.2 shows the age, gender, and location group of 259 people’s 
testimonies. 
 
Table 4.3 Age, gender, and location group of testimonies (N = 259) 
 
Age Gender Location 
Adolescence (13-19) 4 Female 69 Fukushima 78 
Early adulthood (20-39)  32 Male 190 Iwate 90 
Adulthood (40-64)  140     Miyagi 91 
Maturity (65>)  78         
Not available 5         
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As for age groups, we used Erikson’s lifespan stages psychosocial development theory to 
divide the age categories into adolescence (13-19), early adulthood (20-39), adulthood (40-
64) and maturity (65>), since this is one of the most well-known categorisations of ages in 
social studies (Erikson, 1950, 1968). As for location, we chose three severely affected areas 
to capture prominent impacts of the event: the Fukushima, Iwate, and Miyagi Prefecture. 
As for analysis, we employed descriptive analysis between the senses and ISB instances, 
and a chi-square statistical analysis to uncover any associations between the senses and the 
modes of information needs, as well as between the senses and demographic characteristics 
using the IBM SPSS Statistics (Field, 2009). For significant results, we run the post hoc 
analysis using Bonferroni correction also using the IBM SPSS Statistics following the steps 
described in Beasley and Schumacker (1995), Garcia-Perez and Nunez-Anton (2003), and 
Field (2009).  
      
4.3 Results 
A total of 1,791 sense-bearing sentences were collected from 6,444 sentences of 259 
people’s testimonies in the context of disaster-related ISB, and they were analysed in this 
study. Three senses were appeared in the annotation, such as Sight (N = 933), Hearing (N = 
734), and Touch (N = 124). The following is examples of the senses from the testimonies. 
 
• Sight: “I was also watching the broadcasting of the tsunami often in movies, but it seems 
that something like this is going to be a big wall, becoming a black wall, and all of them are 
going to strike us.” (Adulthood (40-64), Female, Miyagi). 
In Japanese:$Ç.ƻȚG]a2ĲǴǱMƨʬh8e@M]ɷF*@iG;4I
>+*+]M/Ç.S+Ĳ0JĭKJCFˮ*ĭKJCFÞʾȲ@BMH
SfKƕ9ŉ=F2dZ@*J<%
• Hearing: “The radio was broadcasting how many meters tsunami was all the time.” 
(Adulthood (40-64), Female, Miyagi). 
In Japanese:$zqk]+ǊŮQC0cJ9KǴǱÇ¥ HɿCF*Y
;.bL<% 
• Touch: “In a little while the water got higher and steadily getting higher and higher, the car 
seemed to float, so I brought it over there.” (Adulthood (40-64), Female, Iwate). 
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In Japanese: $B`CHMˉKǪ/ˬ2JCFIiIiIiIiˬ2JCFʢ
/Ǹ*F*2a+Jƅ:GFCBKƗCF*.eB^CF<% 
 
There were sentences where multiple senses were annotated within disaster-related ISB 
context (Figure 4.2). For example, both sight and hearing can be observed from the 
following sentences, “I noticed a traffic sign of road closure around here, and I was stopped 
by the city council officer and told, “Please turn around and go to the higher ground.” (Early 
adulthood (20-39), Female, Iwate). In Japanese:$SMʧcGʰɫǣ\Mǝʏ/äF*F
ŰĬMƴKSMʧcGǣ\beF$+Ĝ9FˬĆMƴKɫCF2A8*%HɿgeF<
」 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Distribution of senses (N = 1,791) 
 
 
There were 166, 56, 13, and 7 sentences within disaster-related ISB context where sight and 
hearing, sight and touch, hearing and touch, and sight, hearing and touch were observed 
together, respectively. Thus, in our analysis multiple-sense sentences within disaster-related 
ISB context were counted as separate cases. 
 
Disaster-related ISB consists of complex behaviour; for example, a person becomes aware 
of surroundings in a disaster situation rather than in everyday lives that make the best use of 
their senses. In this thesis, the analysis is based on the sentence level, thus a particular case 
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for labelling human senses, we provide a choice for crowd workers that each sentence has 
more than one senses. If there are two senses on one sentence and also has one ISB instances, 
we replicate the sentences within disaster-related ISB context and put senses on a different 
row. 
 
Thus, statistically speaking, applying chi-square analysis to uncover any associations will 
violate some of the assumptions but acceptable to answer our research questions. Co-
occurrence of multiple senses in sentences within disaster-related ISB context only makes 
Chi-Square test challenging to identify independence. Therefore, if the test shows the 
significant difference in the dataset, that is a clear signal to have the difference. On the other 
hand, because of the nature of the dataset, it is possible that our test misses the cases where 
the independence was indeed there but not picked up by the test. 
 
4.3.1 The use of senses in disaster-related ISB instances 
To understand the relationship between the senses and a set of disaster-related ISB instances, 
we looked at the proportion of the senses in the major information seeking concepts such as 
information needs, information sources, and information channels. 
  
In our previous work, we showed that disaster-related information needs can be divided into 
active and passive information needs. Therefore, our analysis on information needs follows 
the same structure. 
  
Active information needs refer to a set of needs inferred from the description of purposeful 
ISB to answer a specific query (McKenzie, 2003). The following is an example of the senses 
based on active information needs: “Headquarters is in the city hall, so I called them to find 
out the current status.” (Adulthood (40-64), Male, Fukushima). In Japanese: 「ōȾǊʾ/ś
ŰƌKFdiG>SU˘ʅ9FIiJȐǯJMH<% In this sentence, we observed that 
the person was actively seeking for current status. 
  
Passive information needs, conversely, refers to a set of needs inferred from the description 
of the information people passively receive and encounter when not actively seeking it out. 
The following is an example of the senses based on passive information needs: “Because 
the bridge just cracked in the overhead bridge there, I was told that it was closed.” (Early 
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adulthood (20-39), Female, Miyagi). In Japanese: $]+ 8>SMːǠMHSfGǠ/B`
+I³ɱ/ÝC@MGʰɫǣ\ACFɿge@MG<% In this sentence, we observed that 
the person was passively received the information about earthquake. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Proportion of the senses on passive and active information needs 
  
Figure 4.3 portrays the distribution of the senses based on two modes of information needs: 
active information needs (N = 464), and passive information needs (N = 922). According 
Figure 4.3, the proportion of sight in active information needs was found to be higher than 
passive information needs, and the proportion of hearing was lower than passive information 
needs. Chi-square test shows that there is a significant association between the senses and 
the modes of information needs, χ2(2, N = 1,386) = 16.707, p < .000. Post hoc tests using 
the Bonferroni correction show that the use of sight and hearing are significantly different 
across the modes of information needs (sight, p < .000, and hearing, p < .000). However, the 
sense of touch was not different across the modes of information needs (p = .920). Therefore, 
the use of the senses is affected by the modes of information needs in the context of disaster-
related ISB. 
  
Furthermore, Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) depict the decomposition of senses based on sub 
categories of active and passive information needs that were identified in our study. This 
allows us to gain further inside into the use of senses across diverse information needs’ 
categories. 
 
The breakdown proportion of senses on active information needs is N = 311 for sight, N = 
121 for hearing, and N = 32 for touch. With regard to active information needs, sight and 
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hearing were identified in all categories except story category, and touch was identified in 
current status, disaster information, evacuation instruction, and warning. On the other hand, 
the breakdown proportion of senses on passive information needs is N = 518 for sight, N = 
339 for hearing, and N = 65 for touch. The proportion was doubled than active information 
needs, and Figure 4.4(b) exhibits a similar trend in the senses used by active information 
needs. The sense of hearing in passive information needs categories, however, was used 
more frequently than sight. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
(a) Active information needs                                (b) Passive information needs 
 
Figure 4.4 Proportion of the senses on information needs 
 
 
Figure 4.4 suggests that there could be three groups of sense pattern in the results. The first 
group, such as current status, and disaster information is dominated by sight. The second 
group, such as evacuation instruction is mostly sensed by hearing. The third group, such as 
post-disaster supplies, consist of sight and hearing with are similar proportion. And finally, 
categories such as transportation can be merely found in active need mostly through sight, 
and story can be found in passive information needs mostly via hearing. Thus, the use of the 
senses varied across categories when people received or obtained information. 
 
Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) depict the proportion of senses on sub categories of information 
sources and information channels which have been identified in previous chapter. 
Information channels are a medium through which people obtain or receive information 
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from various information sources, for example, “At that time, the firefighters told me that 
the tsunami had already crossed the breakwater, so run away now.” (Adulthood (40-64), 
Female, Fukushima). In Japanese:$>MƽKk]+ǻˌĝMº/ˌǱĪhʝIF
ǴǱ/ǋF*@aCF<A.bƹ2ʭ5bC=CF<%  In this sentence, we 
identified the use of hearing to receive information from the health and safety-related 
organisation (sources) via face to face communication (channels). The proportion of senses 
on information sources and information channels is N = 933 for sight, N = 734 for hearing, 
and N = 124 for touch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Information sources                                          (b) Information channels 
 
Figure 4.5 Proportion of the senses on information sources and information channels 
 
 
Figure 4.5(a) suggests that when people sought or received information from a third-party 
such as family, colleagues, and public sectors, the proportion of hearing was twice as much 
as sight across all categories. However, the proportion of sight and hearing was conversed 
in unspecified category. A close examination suggests that many ISB instances in this 
category include the cases where information was obtained by the person itself. In such 
cases, the use of sight seems to be more frequent than hearing.  Figure 4.5(b) suggest that 
there are two patterns of sense usage in information channels. The results are expected. In 
other words, information channels such as face to face, phone, radio, speakers had a high 
proportion of sight, while tv and mail (include e-mail) tend to have a higher proportion of 
sight. However, some non-counter-intuitive pattern in information channels appeared. For 
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example, a sentence where touch was appeared and labelled under phone category within 
disaster-related ISB concepts, “Because I cannot get in touch with my son at all, I carry the 
mobile phone all the time even after the tsunami is settled, and my hands gradually become 
swollen and become tired, and I cannot operate the phone anymore, so I switched to the left 
hand and use it with the left hand.” (Adulthood (40-64), Female, Fukushima). In Japanese:
$žĽHkÞȉʲɈ/āeJ*]MG;.b>Mˉ]<CHȲkǴǱ/ĀY
CF.b]<CHƣş˲˘ʅ˳9Y9FAiAiƎ/4i9`+ȅKJC
FɠeF0FƐFJ2JC@MGřƎKƗBǄIFřƎG¦ȕƈēƐC@
iG;L<%  
 
Similar to information sources, information channels also had an unspecified category which 
includes the cases where information was obtained by the person itself. Since our annotation 
scheme did not systematically allow us to distinguish the case between self-action and lack 
of description, the detail analysis of unspecified categories is left for future work. 
 
4.3.2 Demographic characteristics on the use of senses 
To understand the relationship between the senses and demographic characteristics within 
the context of disaster-related ISB, Figure 4.6 illustrates the proportion of senses for gender, 
location, and age. 
  
Figure 4.6(a) depicts the distribution of the senses based on gender. Male has a larger 
proportion (N = 1,363) than female (N = 428) in our datasets. According to Figure 4.6(a), 
the proportion of sight in males’ ISB was found to be higher than females and the proportion 
of hearing was lower than females. Chi-square test shows that there is a significant 
association between the senses and gender, χ2(2, N = 1,791) = 21.145, p < .000. Post hoc 
tests using the Bonferroni correction show that the use of sight and hearing are significantly 
different across gender (sight, p < .000, and hearing, p < .000). However, the sense of touch 
was not different across gender (p = .548). Therefore, there is an effect of the sense of sight 
and hearing on gender in the context of disaster-related ISB. 
 
Figure 4.6(b) illustrates the distribution of the senses based on location: Iwate Prefecture (N 
= 659), Fukushima Prefecture (N = 580), and Miyagi Prefecture (N = 552). According to 
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Figure 4.6(b), in Miyagi Prefecture, the proportion of sight is greater, and the proportion of 
hearing is less than for the two prefectures. Chi-square test shows that there is a significant 
association between the senses and location, χ2(4, N = 1,791) = 25.274, p < .000. Post hoc 
tests using the Bonferroni correction show that the use of sight is significantly different on 
Miyagi Prefecture (p < .000), while the use of hearing is significantly different in Miyagi 
and Fukushima Prefecture (p < .000) than in Iwate Prefecture (p = .230). However, the use 
of touch on three prefectures was slightly similar and was not statistically significant. 
Therefore, there is an effect of location on the use of senses in the context of disaster-related 
ISB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Gender                                                                (b) Location 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 (c) Age 
 
Figure 4.6 Proportion of the senses on demographic characteristics  
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Figure 4.6(c) demonstrates the distribution of the senses based on age groups. Adulthood 
(40-64) has the largest proportion (N = 1,071), followed by maturity (65>) (N = 475), early 
adulthood (20-39) (N = 202), adolescence (13-19) (N = 27), and N = 16 without age 
information. According to figure, as the age increases the proportion of hearing increases. 
On the contrary, the proportion of sight seems to decrease as the age increases. Early 
adulthood (20-39), Adulthood (40-64), and Maturity (65>) exhibit a similar pattern. 
Adolescence (13-19), however, differs slightly in that hearing is used less often, and sight is 
used more often. Chi-square test shows no significant association between senses and age, 
χ2(6, N = 1,791) = 11.172, p = .083.  
 
 
4.4 Summary 
Our findings first showed three out of five human senses, such as sight, hearing, and touch 
was identified from disaster-related people’s testimonies.  
  
We then examined the relationship between the senses and two modes of information needs, 
such as active information needs, and passive information needs (see Figure 4.3). This 
resulted in diverse categories among on active information needs and passive information 
needs where people use the sense of sight more frequently on active information needs than 
hearing, while people use the sense of hearing more frequently on passive information needs 
(see Figure 4.4). Our analysis suggests the sense pattern of passive and active information 
needs is more or less the same. For example, information about current status and disaster 
information can be gained via sight, and information about evacuation instruction is mostly 
sensed by hearing. Therefore, passive and active information needs are an important factor 
to understand the use of senses in disaster-related ISB. 
  
In information sources and information channels, obtaining information from family, 
neighbourhood, work community, colleague, or public sectors via face to face 
communication, phone, or speakers was frequently observed (see Figure 4.5). Further, the 
proportion of hearing was often higher than sight in many categories of information sources 
and information channels. As for the unspecified categories, we speculate that the high 
proportion of sight is due to the cases where information was obtained by the person itself, 
but further study is needed to validate this. 
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Furthermore, there were cases where the use of senses was determined by its sources and 
channels, not by behavioural choice. For example, if the information is distributed through 
speakers, people have to use their hearing to receive it. Thus, our result suggests that the 
proportion of senses can vary across the categories of information needs, information 
sources, and information channels in the context of disaster-related ISB.  
 
We also examined the relationship between the senses and demographic characteristics, such 
as gender, location, and age, within the context of disaster-related ISB (see Figure 4.6). The 
use of senses was significantly varied across gender, location, and age groups in the context 
of disaster-related ISB.  
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Chapter 5 
Datasets Comparison of Disaster-related 
Information Seeking Behaviour (ISB) 
Instances 
 
 
5.1 Aim and methods 
Two datasets were collected from different studies in Chapter 3 and 4. The first dataset 
consists of 118 people’s testimonies published by local authorities in Ibaraki and Fukushima 
Prefectures, respectively. The second dataset consists of 259 people’s testimonies that can 
be retrieved both in NHK books and digital archive. Also, the second dataset was sampled 
from three affected areas, Miyagi, Iwate, and Fukushima Prefectures, respectively. 
 
Both datasets were applied content analysis to make replicable and valid inferences by 
interpreting and coding texts from people’s testimonies by the author (Hsieh and Shannon, 
2005). By systematically evaluating texts, qualitative data were converted into quantitative 
data.  
 
However, a different manner for producing replicable and valid inferences was different 
from both datasets. The first dataset validation of the integrity and consistency of annotations 
were conducted and examined subsequently by two researchers in ISB domain. Moreover, 
the second dataset was used crowdsourcing platform to complete the tasks in a large number 
of texts (Yuen et al., 2011; Shiga et al., 2017). Also, the approaches used on the second 
dataset was suitable for online annotations on digital format, where on the first dataset was 
merely available on paper format. 
 
Furthermore, we had opportunities to investigate the methods used in both datasets. By 
comparing both datasets, we gain insight into the impact of the distribution of annotations. 
Although annotation methods were not identical in both datasets, they shared the basic 
scheme of data annotations. 
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This additional chapter aims to compare the distribution of disaster-related ISB annotations 
in multiple data collections to identify common patterns based on disaster-related ISB 
instances such as passive and active information needs, information channels, and 
information sources. 
 
 
5.2 Datasets comparison of disaster-related ISB instances 
Information needs were divided into active and passive information needs. Figure 5.1 shows 
the second dataset distribution (N = 1,210) is larger than the first dataset (N = 280) with the 
proportion of passive information needs (N = 1,024) is larger than active information needs 
(N = 466). 
 
On the first dataset, 75% on passive information needs followed by 25% on active 
information needs. On the second dataset, 67% on passive information needs followed by 
33% on active information needs. This shows that the proportion of active information needs 
on the second dataset is larger than active information needs on the first dataset. However, 
an overall proportion of the two types of information needs seems to be comparable between 
the datasets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Datasets distribution on information needs (N = 1,490) 
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5.2.1 Datasets comparison of active and passive information needs categories 
Figure 5.2 shows datasets distribution on active and passive information need categories.  
 
Figure 5.2(a) shows datasets distribution on active need categories with N = 70 on the first 
dataset, and N = 396 on the second dataset. A clear common pattern we can observe is the 
large proportion of the current status category among the two datasets. The proportion of the 
disaster information being the second largest category was also common in the two datasets. 
Patters of remaining categories were found to be varied. 
 
Figure 5.2(b) shows datasets distribution on passive need categories with N = 210 on the 
first dataset, and N = 814 on the second dataset. Both the current status category and 
evacuation instruction category were among the most frequent categories in the two datasets. 
A noticeable difference was that while the warning category was the most frequent category 
in the first dataset, the current status category was the most frequent in the second dataset. 
Also, the disaster information category had a high proportion in the first dataset, while the 
story category was reasonably high in the second dataset. 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Active information needs categories (b) Passive information needs categories 
 
Figure 5.2 Datasets distribution on active and passive information needs categories 
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5.2.2 Datasets comparison of information sources and information channels 
Figure 5.3 shows datasets distribution on information sources and information channels. The 
sample size of information sources was N = 240 for the first dataset and N = 688 for the 
second dataset, and that of information channels was N = 241 for the first dataset and N = 
677 for the second dataset, respectively.  
 
As for the comparison of information sources, Figure 5.3(a) shows the most frequent category, 
family/neighbourhood, was found to be common between the two datasets. This time, they are 41% 
and 49% in the first dataset and second dataset, respectively, and thus, the balance to the rest of the 
categories was also similar. However, we also observed some differences. For example, the 
broadcast media category was the second frequent category in the first dataset while the work 
community/colleagues were the second category in the second dataset. 
 
As for the comparison of information channels, Figure 5.3 (b) shows the face to face 
communication being the most frequent category is found to be common among the datasets. 
The balance between the face to face category and other categories was different between 
the datasets. In the first dataset, the face to face category remained at 38% while the second 
dataset reached to 77%. For the rest of categories, no clear pattern of similarity or difference 
was observed between the datasets. 
 
    
 
(a) Information sources categories   (b) Information channels categories 
 
Figure 5.3 Datasets distribution on information channels and  
information sources categories 
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5.3 Summary 
This additional chapter examined the impact of two datasets on annotations by qualitatively 
comparing the distribution pattern.  
 
Our findings show the annotation patterns on the two datasets were not identical. However, 
we observed many cases where two datasets showed a similar pattern in annotated data. This 
includes the proportion of active and passive information needs, and the most frequent 
category in active information needs, information sources, and information channels. On the 
other hand, the category distribution of passive information needs showed more variance 
than other variables. Also, it was unlikely to find very similar patterns in less frequently 
occurring categories in general. 
 
The above findings also highlight the importance of examining people’s testimonies from 
multiple datasets or collections in the investigation of ISB, when possible.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Future Work 
 
6.1 Discussion 
This thesis aims to improve our understanding of disaster-related information seeking 
behaviour (ISB) by providing a detailed description of ISB concepts such as passive and 
active information needs, information channels, and information sources, and their 
relationships. This research also investigates the role of two important factors in disaster-
related ISB, such as temporal stages of disaster, and human senses. 
 
This section discusses our findings on the modelling of disaster-related ISB by considering 
similarities and differences from existing studies, the implication on temporal stages of 
disaster, and human senses within the context of disaster-related ISB. 
 
6.1.1 Disaster-related ISB modelling 
Existing literature has been analysed in two major contexts, such as everyday life and work-
related (Savolainen, 2008, 2010). However, a limited number of studies have been 
investigated disaster-related ISB, which is the focus of this thesis as the theoretical 
contribution in ISB models. Table 6.1 shows the difference of information needs, 
information sources, and information channels used in everyday life, work-related, and 
disaster-related ISB.  
 
From ISB model that focuses on everyday life and work-related ISB refers to a set of 
attributes characterising recurrent qualities of both work and free time activities that most 
are familiar, ordinary, and routine (Savolainen, 2010). In everyday life ISB, friends, 
neighbours, and relatives appeared to be popular information sources, and newspapers, the 
Internet, and television appeared to be popular channels (Savolainen, 2010). The Internet 
has become a highly popular channel of information; however, the Internet has not been able 
to replace other channels such as the telephone, television, radio, and newspaper in everyday 
life ISB. Overall, everyday life ISB seems to draw on familiar information sources and 
channels that are often used almost routinely.  
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Table 6.1 ISB instances used in everyday life, work-related, and disaster-related ISB 
 
ISB Instances Everyday life ISB Work-related ISB Disaster-related ISB 
Information need • Health 
• Consumption  
• Leisure 
 
• News (general 
news and news 
about the 
organisation) 
• Employee 
information  
• Staff contact 
• Services (i.e., 
canteen menu, 
resource booking, 
time tables and 
such) 
• Current status 
• Disaster information 
• Education  
• Evacuation instruction  
• Nuclear explosion 
• Post-disaster supplies 
• Story 
• Transportation 
• Warning 
 
Information sources • Friends 
• Neighbours 
• Relatives 
• Supervisors 
• Administrator 
• Manager 
• Project leader 
• Teachers 
• Technician 
• Co-
workers/colleagues 
• Broadcast media 
• Family/neighbourhood 
• Foreign government 
• Health and safety 
• Japan Meteorological 
Agency (JMA) 
• Local government  
• Work 
community/colleagues 
 
Information channels • Telephone 
• Television  
• Radio 
• Internet  
• Word of mouth 
• Intranet 
• Internet  
• Face to face 
• Internet  
• Mail 
• Phone 
• Radio 
• Speakers and signage 
• Television 
 
 
On the other hand, the field of work-related ISB is relatively well-defined and self-
explanatory (Miller and Jablin, 1991; Ikoja-Odongo and Mostert, 2006; Stenmark, 2010). 
Information need found in work-related ISB such as reading news about the organisation 
and participating in the online discussion are common, followed by employee information, 
staff contact, and services (e.g., canteen menu, resource booking, time tables, and such) with 
the most frequently used information sources were internal colleagues (Miller and Jablin, 
1991; Stenmark, 2010). Another example within the context of their work environment is in 
legislative processes for determining parliamentarians’ information needs that showed 
topics on politics, governance, regional and provincial matters and local government were 
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closely related within the parliamentary hierarchy (Ikoja-Odongo and Mostert, 2006). 
Further, word of mouth, recourse to personal experience, friends, relatives and workmates, 
were key information sources (Ikoja-Odongo and Mostert, 2006). Thus, the information 
sources and channels complement both in everyday life and work-related ISB. 
 
Furthermore, this thesis focuses on disaster-related ISB, which is different from existing ISB 
model that focuses on everyday life and work-related ISB. We provided a detailed account 
of disaster-related ISB in the context of a large-scale earthquake and tsunami, the 
relationship between passive and active information needs, information channels, and 
information sources (see Chapter 3). Our analysis suggests the information needs that 
people obtained and received are different from their everyday life information, for example, 
information such as current status about family and surroundings, disaster information, and 
warning represent some of the common information that people actively seeks. Our analyses 
also suggest that information channels were frequently used by people, with no particular 
category being more popular than another, as such information sources were varied, for 
example, family and neighbourhoods were far more popular information sources than other 
categories such as broadcast media. Although some of the category’s distribution of passive 
and active information needs, information sources and information channels are smaller than 
other categories, Table 6.1 indicated the diversity of disaster-related ISB concepts. 
 
Some of our findings are comparable to existing disaster-related studies.  
 
The present study in line with an Australian flood case study, Ryan (2013) indicated that 
other people such as family, neighbours, and colleagues were either somewhat, very, or the 
most important sources of information. Our finding also suggests that family and 
neighbourhood are the most popular information sources, and face-to-face was the most 
popular channel for both passive and active information needs. Given that the large 
proportion of information channels was face-to-face communication, and given that other 
common information channels such as TV, radio, and speakers are mostly one-way 
communication, the society needs further development of resilient ICT but also two-way 
communication technologies where local people’s messages can be efficiently captured, 
summarised, and delivered to relevant parties in the community. This implies that effective 
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disaster management should exchange valuable information between information channels 
as well as affected people located in different places (Imran et al., 2015).  
 
Our findings also suggest that both types of information needs were obtained or received 
through a range of information channels and information sources, which is consistent with 
Gómez (2013)’s findings on international students during the 2011 Great East Japan 
Earthquake. Although not all studies made a clear distinction between information channels 
and information sources (e.g., Ryan, 2013; Palen and Liu, 2007; Arai, 2013), and it is true 
that sometimes the border between information channels and information sources can be 
ambiguous, we found this distinction useful in understanding disaster-related ISB. One such 
example is the pattern of the temporal stages, in which we observed that the proportion of 
information channel categories changed over the stages, while that of information sources 
did not change drastically.  
 
6.1.2 Implication on temporal stages of disaster  
Our findings suggest the importance of considering temporal stages to characterise disaster-
related ISB. Studies on disasters and crisis situations have identified the importance of 
temporal stages (Powell, 1954; Dynes, 1970; Neal, 1997). Gómez (2013), for example, used 
an extended phase of an emergency during disaster. Gómez (2013) found the continuous 
phases from taking shelter in Sendai to life in the city during the aftermath went on often 
unmanaged. The evacuation process and safety confirmation, however, were successful 
because the students relied on the information that they got from their family and friends of 
the same nationality.  
 
In our work, four out of eight socio-temporal stages in Powell’s model were examined. 
Examination of other stages is left to future work due to the lack of instances in our dataset. 
Our findings also show that the evacuation instruction appears in passive information needs, 
not in active information needs. This means that people are passively receiving or 
encountering the instruction to evacuate rather than actively seeking it, which support 
Gómez (2013) work. Nevertheless, our findings provide empirical evidence to demonstrate 
the impact of temporal stages on information needs and information channels and thus 
support the importance of examining temporal aspects when considering disaster-related 
ISB models. On the other hand, a limitation of Powell’s temporal stages of the disaster was 
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identified in the context of our work on ISB. For example, our informants heard a tsunami 
warning while they were securing a safe place from an earthquake. In such a situation, 
multiple temporal stages can be applied to an ISB instance. Powell’s model does not offer 
clear guidance for dealing with these circumstances. Therefore, further development is 
needed to tailor the original temporal stage model to ISB-oriented studies. 
  
6.1.3 The use of human senses on disaster-related ISB  
On chapter 4, our findings showed three out of five human senses, such as sight, hearing, 
and touch was identified from disaster-related people’s testimonies. Although the 
circumstances were different, our findings are in line with a lab-based study of the three 
senses modalities on human-vehicle interaction (Riener, 2008). The isolated situation, such 
as driving a vehicle or being trapped in a disaster-situation, leads people used their three 
senses frequently such as sight, hearing, and touch. 
  
We then examined the relationship between the senses and two modes of information needs, 
such as active information needs, and passive information needs (see Figure 4.3). Our 
analysis implied to studies about corporeal or embodied information where people’s 
testimonies have signal-based to obtain and to receive information (Bates, 2006; Lloyd, 
2009). This resulted in diverse categories among on active information needs and passive 
information needs where people use the sense of sight more frequently on active information 
needs than hearing, while people use the sense of hearing more frequently on passive 
information needs (see Figure 4.4). Our analysis suggests the sense pattern of passive and 
active information needs is more or less the same. For example, information about current 
status and disaster information can be gained via sight, and information about evacuation 
instruction is mostly sensed by hearing. Therefore, the modes of information needs (passive 
and active information needs) are an important factor to understand the use of senses in 
disaster-related ISB. 
  
Further, the proportion of hearing was often higher than sight in many categories of 
information sources (e.g., all categories except unspecified category), and information 
channels (e.g., face to face, phone, speaker and signage, and radio) (see Figure 4.5). As for 
the unspecified categories, we speculate that the high proportion of sight is due to the cases 
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where information was obtained by the person itself, but further study is needed to validate 
this. 
  
Furthermore, there were cases where the use of senses was determined by its sources and 
channels, not by behavioural choice. For example, if the information is distributed through 
speakers, people have to use their hearing to receive it. Previous studies have suggested that 
information is actively moving as the attribute of information itself to change the use of 
senses (Olsson and Lloyd, 2017). Based on this understanding of how information sources 
and information channels modes were utilised for information gathering; thus, diversifying 
information sources and information channels for information dissemination (e.g., 
television) could foster an open environment and convenient ways to produce, share, and 
consume information and are also important for designing a disaster response program. 
  
Many studies on senses show that the sight was a dominant sense in our daily life (San 
Roque et al., 2015). However, our result suggests that the proportion of senses can vary 
across the categories of passive and active information needs, information sources, and 
information channels in the context of disaster-related ISB. It also supports the importance 
of investigating the role of the body in ISB domain as suggested by Cox et al. (2017). 
 
We also examined the relationship between the senses and demographic characteristics, such 
as gender, location, and age, within the context of disaster-related ISB. 
  
As for gender, our results echo the findings of existing studies (Always et al., 1998; Moreno-
Walton, and Koenig, 2016; Polderman et al., 2018) in that the proportion of senses was 
different across gender that males had a higher proportion of sight while females had a 
higher proportion of hearing than the opposite gender. However, based on Riener (2008) 
studies on gender-related human-vehicle interaction that stated that females are more aware 
of their senses of touch did not appear in our findings. 
  
In terms of location, the proportion of senses in the three locations was generally similar. 
However, in the Miyagi Prefecture, the proportion of sight was larger than the other two 
prefectures. This might be because Miyagi is situated closer to the epicentre than the Iwate 
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and Fukushima Prefectures. Or this could be due to the geographic characteristic of the area. 
Further studies are needed to investigate the effect of location on the use of senses. 
  
In terms of age, we considered Riener’s suggestion that better results could be achieved 
using varied age group categories (Riener, 2008). We then used Erikson’s lifespan stages of 
developmental theory to classify the age categories (Erikson, 1950; Erikson, 1968). Our 
study results show that as a person ages, the use of sight will decrease, and the use of hearing 
will increase. However, there is no significant association between the senses based on age 
in statistical analysis. 
 
6.1.4 Oral document as data collections for examining disaster-related ISB 
On chapter 5, additionally, our findings suggest that the nature of datasets and the different 
approaches taken for studying disaster-related ISB instances on disaster-related ISB of the 
datasets, thus, influence the findings.  
 
Our findings suggest that oral documents such as written testimonies can be valuable 
resources for studying disaster-related ISB from a large number of populations, as Turner 
(2012a); Thatcher et al. (2015) showed. Unlike conventional interviews, we did not have 
full control over how testimonies were interviewed, recorded, transcribed, and edited for 
publication. Furthermore, it should be noted that the testimonies were not originally 
collected for ISB studies, but for a more general purpose of archiving memories of disaster 
experiences. These limitations should be taken seriously. However, they offer a rich set of 
concepts that allowed us to gain a detailed account of disaster-related ISB. Most importantly, 
because they are published works, other researchers can study them to validate, reproduce, 
or expand upon our findings. This study also offers a case where oral documents (Turner, 
2010) can be exploited as a useful source of studying disaster-related ISB. 
 
In addition, the contribution of the thesis suggests that people’s written testimonies used can 
be an alternative source to further analyse disaster-related ISB instances and emerging 
factors such as temporal stages and human senses. Those testimonies content can be carried 
out with varied approaches. Thus, we propose the temporal stages of disaster and the human 
senses as the important factors to consider on the further development disaster-related ISB 
modelling. 
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6.2 Limitations 
We identified multiple limitations. First, the disaster-related ISB hierarchical codes, 
instances, and their relationships can be limited to the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake 
and Tsunami, and they might not apply to other types of natural disaster (e.g., hurricane 
(Piotrowski and Armstrong, 1998; O’Connor, 2010), bushfire (Cohen et al., 2007), and flood 
(Ryan, 2013)). We found that earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear explosion were happening 
almost simultaneously. Thus, we do not try to isolate each type of disasters in the analysis, 
and we try to capture and understand the complexity of disaster-related ISB by maintaining 
the occurrence of multiple disaster types. 
 
Second, we did not have control over the creation or collation of people’s testimonies. 
Testimonies used in our study were collected, transcribed, and edited by journalists and 
publishers to archive the experiences of affected local people, as opposed to researchers 
interviewing people to study ISB. Also, a time lag exists between the event and the 
testimonies. All reports used in our study collected and published testimonies approximately 
one year after the event. This could affect how people remembered the event and described 
their experience. In this approach, one cannot avoid people from forgetting over time, and 
the memory could have been deficient as a result of the time-lag, potentially in the time of 
a disaster. Nevertheless, Guo and Li (2016), who studied the data collected at a similar time 
as our data, demonstrated that people who were affected by the 2011 Great East Japan 
Earthquake and Tsunami was able to recall their past-experience that led to raise public 
consciousness and motivate appropriate actions. As shown in the result section, our study 
was also be able to provide a detailed account of disaster-related ISB from testimonies.  
 
Third, the frequency of temporal stages in our study is affected by the timing of the 
testimonies collected. Our dataset allowed us to collect the data in four out of eight stages 
in Powell’s temporal stages of disaster (Powell, 1954). A limitation of Powell’s temporal 
stages of the disaster was identified that multiple temporal stages can be applied to an ISB 
instance. Powell’s model does not offer clear guidance for dealing with these circumstances. 
Therefore, further development is needed to tailor the original temporal stage model to ISB-
oriented studies. 
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Fourth, our study employed a content analysis for studying documents and communication 
artefacts. Another approach, i.e., discourse analysis is open for further discussion to study 
how language is used between people, both in written and spoken contexts, need to be tried. 
 
Finally, further investigation should be carried out to extend our understanding of the human 
senses in disaster-related ISB. Analysis of senses during information seeking involves 
multiple elements such as the perception of stimulation, memory system, and recollection 
process (DeVito, 2009). Due to the nature of research methodology adapted, however, the 
findings of this study remain at the level of analysing descriptions of self-recollection and 
self-reporting, rather than neural responses to stimuli. 
 
 
6.3 Future work 
Recommendations for future work are apparent.  
 
The next step is to expand the sample size by analysing more published testimonies. This 
will allow us to validate the findings of this study. It will also enable us to examine the effect 
of geographic location and occupations, which was difficult to perform in the present study 
due to limited sample size and limited information about the provided testimonies. It would 
also be important to expand the scope of this research into a disaster-related information 
behaviour concept; for example, how information use shapes our understanding of decision-
making in future natural disaster scenarios.  
 
Another direction would involve cross-examination of our findings with studies based on 
social network data. This will allow us to gain a more comprehensive understanding of 
disaster-related ISB between those who had Internet access and those who did not.  
 
Further, future research should explore more about the role of the body and its 
characteristics, especially within the ISB domain. 
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Appendixes 

Appendix A:  
Relationship between temporal stages and information needs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Active Information Needs 
                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Passive Information Needs 
 
 
 
 
 
Ac
tiv
e 
Ne
ed
s (
N=
71
)
0 Pre-disaster (N=2) 1 Warning (N=8) 2 Threat (N=7) 3 Impact (N=32) 4 Inventory (N=21) 5 Rescue (N=0) 6 Remedy (N=1) 7 Recovery (N=0)
Current Status Disaster Information Warning Post-disaster Supplies Transportation Unspecified
Pa
ss
ive
 N
ee
ds
 (N
=2
14
)
0 Pre-disaster (N=0) 1 Warning (N=69) 2 Threat (N=31) 3 Impact (N=57) 4 Inventory (N=44) 5 Rescue (N=2) 6 Remedy (N=5) 7 Recovery (N=6)
Warning Current Status Evacuation Instruction Disaster Information Story
Nuclear Explosion Post-disaster Supplies Unspecified Education Transportation
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(c) Information Sources                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d) Information Channels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Ch
an
ne
ls 
(N
=2
85
)
0 Pre-disaster (N=2) 1 Warning (N=77) 2 Threat (N=38) 3 Impact (N=89) 4 Inventory (N=65) 5 Rescue (N=2) 6 Remedy (N=6) 7 Recovery (N=6)
Face to Face Unspecified Phone Television Radio Mail Speakers and Signage Internet
So
ur
ce
s (
N=
28
5)
0 Pre-disaster (N=2) 1 Warning (N=77) 2 Threat (N=38) 3 Impact (N=89) 4 Inventory (N=65) 5 Rescue (N=2) 6 Remedy (N=6) 7 Recovery (N=6)
Family/Neighbourhood Broadcast Media Unspecified Work community/Colleagues
Health and Safety JMA Local Government Foreign Government
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Appendix B:  
Screening tasks instruction on human senses and disaster-related ISB to 
crowd workers 
 
This screening tasks instruction on human senses and disaster-related information-seeking 
behaviour was given to crowdsourcing workers presented in Chapter 4. 
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1. Screening task instruction on human senses

&ɁûDÆ˪ʍƯȺUM·ƅ ¿«ÈǗ

.ǚɶ/
Ǌ{tGkǌƸǊĲ˙Ȅk¥rmJIG¦ɥßˈ8eF*d˙ȄÆ˪ʍhþɕK9F
ÈƉ8e@ƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞKkĈƯȺKō9
FºˉM·ƅhÉC@ʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*@A0Y;<

»Ĝåˤ9F*@A2·ƅkɹɺɚɺđɺęɺ-aRɾɺG;<>e?eMłɓH
ʆŮ;dÊƯha2ʊiG>Mȏŵhȓɽ9@¨G{thŃƵ9F2A8*<Y@¦
DMƯȺG DÂ¨Mƅɺ/ʆŮ;dĬĉkɴƮMʻƔɜhʻƔ;dSH/G0Y;<

ɹɺkɷdSHMîY@kɞîMSHGFd˾ɷId]MY@kɷbed]M<
Ê˽$Hɷ@bǱ/ȹCFǋ@iG;a<%

ɚɺk˝hȨɺ;dɞîGFd<
Ê˽$>M+BȔ/ssHɨBF2d<%

	đɺkȎʘHăY@kėHMƛɾƽKƅȨ8ed˥đMƅɺGFd<
Ê˽$SM¥k;Cm*đ/;d<%


ęɺk˯MĚŁKaCFô*_˨chƅ:dɞîGFd<
Ê˽$B`CHK-*Mɢ*]M<%

(ɾɺkʡÆM¦ʾå/Ç.KɾedɫȇGFd<
Ê˽$ǱKȲ/²C.CB^C@CF*+ƅ:AHź+iG;a<%

)J9

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<

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2. Screening task instruction on information channels 

&ɁûDÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂīÝƎɆʠ ¿«ÈǗ

.ǚɶ/
Ǌ{tGkǌƸǊĲ˙Ȅk¥rmJIG¦ɥßˈ8eF*d˙ȄÆ˪ʍhþɕK9F
ÈƉ8e@ƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞKkĈƯȺKō9
FƂīÝƎɆʠKˊ;dƂī/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*@A0Y;<

ƂīÝƎɆʠHkº /ƂīhÝƎ;d˔KÉge@lk_ǡĚMSHG;<ō˜G
Măˡvu¥y£]ÝƎɆʠKĎYeY;<>e?eMƂīÝƎɆʠMłɓHʆŮ
;dÊƯha2ʊiG>Mȏŵhȓɽ9@¨G{thŃƵ9F2A8*<Y@¦DM
ƯȺG  DÂ¨MɆʠ/ʆŮ;dHɕIbedĬĉK-*F]ǅ]ʺæHɕIbedɆʠ
h¦DA4-ʻR2A8*<

ƂīÝƎɆʠ ō˜GMăˡÊ˽º MĮƘȮ 
Ê˽$șâÄMƴ.bǴǱ/ŇYGëʷ;dŽe/FdHɿge@MGɡĿKƋC
@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ m£¥Ê˽646noxm 
Ê˽$no¥zȽGąɞJˎcƂīh˖\FŀÞ/FdȴŨȭʇG0@MGŠĿ8
=dSHK9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ 	1 ¥ Ê˽~v£_ƣşM 1¥ _}¥z 
Ê˽$ʯ®GȨº.bɡĿʨʧYGǴǱ/ǋF*db9*HM¥ /Ŕ0Y9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ 
˘ʅÊ˽ġł˘ʅƣş˘ʅßɪ˘ʅ 
Ê˽$ŇƷK˘ʅh9FʨǯhŏLY9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ (zqÊ˽zqƣş˘ʅzqr¥zqȈɍzq 
Ê˽$Äȯ.bƞË8e@ʢMr¥zq.bƂīhĀ˖9Y9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ ){¥r¥HȣǍÊ˽ƫŻʢǻˌʢʿśťīʢv¥q
l{{¥r¥ʐŌʢ­œÅɖľǒƨʬ˘ĽƜȮǍ 
Ê˽$Ģʶhʚdǻˌʢ.bĲǴǱʐīMkn£{/əSIF0Y9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ ¡ɡĿ¡ƣş¡ʢʥ¡ 
Ê˽$ɦM®M¡.bƂīhŴdSH/G0Y9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ ɆʠJ9ƂīÝƎɆʠMʂʪJ9 
Ê˽$ȱŗśG˙Ũ )ŬHMSHGFC@<%

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<

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3. Screening task instruction on passive information needs

&ɁûDÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂī¥|˲ĂñȞ˳ ¿«ÈǗ

.ǚɶ/
Ǌ{tGkǌƸǊĲ˙Ȅk¥rmJIG¦ɥßˈ8eF*d˙ȄÆ˪ʍhþɕK9F
ÈƉ8e@ƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞKkĈƯȺKō9
F$Ƃī¥|%HĒOedʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*@A0Y;<

Ƃī¥|KkȶǘȞKƂīhǫ\d$ɞñȞ%Ƃī¥|HČS+.b_CF0@Ƃ
ī/ǫ\F*@]MH¦ɣ;d$ĂñȞ%Ƃī¥|/FcY;<»ĜM{tGkŲɖ
MĂñȞƂī¥|MʂʪMǇȈhéƲ9F*@A0>Mâňhåˤ9F*@A0Y;<
Y@¦DMƯȺG  DÂ¨Mrw/ʆŮ;dHɕIbedĬĉK-*F]ǅ]ʺæ
HɕIbedrwh¦DA4-ʻR2A8*<

ǳƄ¶ˠ˽©ʂMrwkF2YGĂñȞKƂīhĂ4āC@ĬĉMʂʪKʺȖ;dr
wG;<ɡbɞñȞKƂīhǫ\@ĬĉMʂʪk;VF$¥| ˽¥|J9%Kʆ
Ů9Y;MG7ǳƄ2A8*<

¥| ˽ȒȐĥĨMɰņȐǯĥĨȤĢMȐǯ 
Ê˽$ǽMɰņȐǯhə*FɡĿʨʧHMɰņɸǞMʸ*K˫0Y9@<%

¥| ˽ȄņƂīȄņƂīƢņƂīȄņȀÒƂīĥ˙ƂīǴǱƂī 
Ê˽$>MƽȩŚGǴǱMȼ Ǳ/0Fˬ8/Ʈù}£AC@Hə0Y9@<%

¥| 	˽ʼ˗ƘȮʼ˗ƘȮHʼ˗ƌMǖɄ 
Ê˽$ŠĿ/Ğ˗JĬĉkÏɝĤKū0ʩ9ǰYda+KƘȮ8eY9@<%

¥| 
˽ýĽî¶ƪȝ˘ƌK-4dȊȝJI 
Ê˽$zq.bȱŗȼ¦ýȝ/ǴǱGɰȄ9Ȋȝ9@HM¥{/ǶeY9@<%

¥| (˽ȄņŲMËɉs~£Ǫ˦ƱɮˤMƞË 
Ê˽$£lkMȟ8i/ʼ˗ɖȖM˦VȎhȖƄ9F2edHMʲɈ/FcY9@<%

¥| )˽¾ɖMÆ˪ʍ¾ɖMʡKʛSC@äǋ¶_¾ɖ.bə.8e@Æ˪ 
Ê˽$ʼ˗9F0@ʨƌMƴ.bɡĿ/ǴǱGǺǪ9@SHh00Y9@<%

¥| ˽ʐďĥ˙ʱīǴǱʐī 
Ê˽$Ģʶhʚdǻˌʢ.bĲǴǱʐīMkn£{/FcY9@<%

¥| ˽¥|J9Ƃī¥|MʂʪJ9ɞñȞƂī¥|Mʂʪ 
Ê˽$˲ȋɼK˳*2b-˂..CF]**G;<%

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<


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4. Screening task instruction on information sources 

&ɁûDÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂīǿ ¿«ÈǗ

.ǚɶ/
Ǌ{tGkǌƸǊĲ˙Ȅk¥rmJIG¦ɥßˈ8eF*d˙ȄÆ˪ʍhþɕK9F
ÈƉ8e@ƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞKkĈƯȺKō9
FƂīǿKˊ;dʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*@A0Y;<

ƂīǿHkÝƎ9@˲Fd*kÝƎ9a+H9@˳ƂīMƞË×_ȝȕǿMSHG;<>
e?eMƂīǿMłɓHʆŮ;dÊƯha2ʊiG>Mȏŵhȓɽ9@¨G{thŃƵ
9F2A8*<Y@¦DMƯȺG  DÂ¨MƂīǿ/ʆŮ;dHɕIbedĬĉK-*F
]ǅ]ʺæHɕIbedƂīǿh¦DA4-ʻR2A8*<ƄĠ9@Ƃī/ÝƎG0J.
C@ĬĉG]ÝƎ9a+H9@ƂīǿhʻƔ9F2A8*<

Ƃīǿ˵˽ƨʬlk˲ƻȚzq˃˝8e@˝Ǚ¡JIMļÆh¼9FƂī
hƞË;d<˳
Ê˽$¡hD4dHȲMȠKƻC@MkÐ:beJ*ÚǀG9@<%

Ƃīǿ˶˽ŇƷȨº˲ŇƷȨº7ʨƌ_@Y@Yœĉg=@ʋ.˳
Ê˽$ŠĿ9F0@ʨƌMÜȻ/$ʶʠ/íeFd˱%Hɿ*Y9@<%

Ƃīǿ˷˽İĢƩŧ
Ê˽$q¥{kƩŧ.búű 78 ģâ.bʼ˗;da+KƘȮ/FcY9@<%

Ƃīǿ˸˽ŀÞɬȕ¤ÏŀˌȄɅɐ˲ƫŻʢǻˌ˒ƦƠ£lkĝÆÏÑƌʐ
Ō˳
Ê˽$ǴǱMȝȕhȨb=dǻˌʢMxm¡£Hkn£{/Ƕe@<%

Ƃīǿ˹˽ǩʓŤ
Ê˽$ƣş˘ʅGǴǱʐīhȨcY9@<%

Ƃīǿ˺˽ĥƴɡǭÆ˲śŰƌɛĕĥöŰĕȤŤťīƦƠ}£¥˳
Ê˽$ƣşHßɪ˘ʅGśōȾǊʾHʲɈhācJ/bƫƠʖMȐǯhȭʇ9Y9@<%

Ƃīǿ˻˽ɛĬMvlĊÖ˲ɅĉĊÖŦĕńɼY@kÏʑɖƬɝǡˊM
ľȕƬŞŰĕ˳
Ê˽$ŠĿ/ȈȓJĬĉkÏɝĤKū0ʩ;a+Kȓ¶˅.bƘȮ8eY9@<%

Ƃīǿ˼˽ƂīǿJ9
Ê˽$ȱŗśG˙Ũ )ŬHMSHGFC@<%

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<
 
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5. Screening task instruction on active information needs

&ɁûDÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂī¥|ɞñȞ  ¿«ÈǗ

.ǚɶ/
Ǌ{tGkǌƸǊĲ˙Ȅk¥rmJIG¦ɥßˈ8eF*d˙ȄÆ˪ʍhþɕK9F
ÈƉ8e@ƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞKkĈƯȺKō9
F$Ƃī¥|%HĒOedʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*@A0Y;<

Ƃī¥|kȶǘȞKƂīhǫ\d$ɞñȞ%Ƃī¥|HČS+.b_CF0@Ƃī
/ǫ\F*@]MH¦ɣ;d$ĂñȞ%Ƃī¥|/FcY;<ɡbƂīhƞË;dɫȇk
Ƃī¥|KŮFkYcY=i<»ĜM{tGkìɖMɞñȞƂī¥|MʂʪMǇȈ
héƲ9F*@A0ǫ\@ƂīMâňhåˤ9F*@A0Y;<Ń˔KƂīhŴdSH/
G0@.č.kĖ*Y=iMG7ǳƄ2A8*<Y@¦DMƯȺG  DÂ¨Mrw
/ʆŮ;dHɕIbedĬĉK-*F]ǅ]ʺæHɕIbedrwh¦DA4-ʻR
2A8*<

ǳƄ¶ˠ˽©ʂMrwkF2YGɡbɞñȞKƂīhǫ\@ĬĉMʂʪKʺȖ;dr
wG;<ĂñȞKƂīhĂ4āC@ĬĉMʂʪk;VF$¥| ˽ɞñȞ¥|J9%
KʆŮ9Y;MG7ǳƄ2A8*<

¥| ˽ȒȐŇƷ_Ȩcĉ*MȐǯĐcMȐǯ 
Ê˽$ʯ®ŢȂKÅ[ŇƷKʲɈ9F]˘ʅkɏ/bJ.C@<%

¥| ˽ȄņƂīƢņƂīȄņȀÒƂīĥ˙Ƃī 
Ê˽$ƦƌâKƋc˙Ũ )ŬHMSHhȭʇ9@<%

¥| 	˽ʼ˗ƘȮʼ˗ƘȮHʼ˗ƌMǖɄʼ˗ĬƌKˊ;dƂī 
Ê˽$ʢGʼ˗9a+H9F*@ȘżK$ISUɫ4O**.å.bJ*MGƬIF2A
8*%HŏLY9@<%

¥| 
˽ýĽî¶ƪȝ˘ƌK-4dȊȝƨŎɍKˊ;dƂīJI 
Ê˽$ȱŗGýȝKˊ;dƳ9*Ƃī/J*.¡hɷF*Y9@<%

¥| (˽ȄņŲMËɉs~£Ǫ˦Ʊɮˤ÷ɩĔMƞË 
Ê˽$>MˉzqhD4FƫƠȎʗMƂīhȭʇ9Y9@<%

¥| )˽¹ʰƂīʶʠMˇ˄_ßà¹ʰǡˊMƂīçʢMȐƆ 
Ê˽$noxmhƚ9F¹ʰȐǯhȮ;ƂīhāŴ9Y9@<%

¥| ˽ʐďǴǱʐīǳƄīüˑJȐǯKˊ;dʐď 
Ê˽$ǅƳMǴǱʐīhȨd@\Kr¥zqhD4Y9@<%

¥| ˽ɞñȞ¥|J9áÆȞKŴ@ƂīFd*kŴa+H9@ƂīKˊ;dʂʪJ9
ĂñȞKƂīhĂ4āC@ĬĉMʂʪMZ 
Ê˽$¡hD4@bĥ˙MɰņȐǯhīď9F*Y9@<%

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
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¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<

 
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Appendix C:  
Questions for screening tasks instruction to crowd workers 
 
These questions’ lists for screening tasks instruction on human senses and disaster-related 
information-seeking behaviour was given to crowdsourcing workers presented in Chapter 4. 
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1. Questions for screening task: Human senses 
 
No Sentence 
1 ƯȺ ˽$]+>SMːǠMHSfGǠ/B`+I³ɱ/ÝC@MGʰɫǣ\
ACFɿge@MG<%
2 ƯȺ ˽$˘ʢkȝɷG0@iG;4IĽI]H.FHkʋ]²CFJ.C@
iG;L<%
3 ƯȺ 	˽$G]+˘ǩ]ǁ2JCF*F<%
4 ƯȺ 
˽$˛šȖMk97H./äF*@M/ɷI@MG<%
5 ƯȺ (˽$SS/ʼ˗ĬƌKJCF*dH*+SHHSSYGǴǱkǋJ*Af
+H*+FMȤMƴH.Mʅ]FC@MGYFSSK*eOĲ§ĵJi:^
J*.CFź*/FC@iG;L<%
6 ƯȺ )˽$ǒɤMƴKČ.-+HźC@iG;4IÆɝ˧MÝcăMHSfhɷ
@bǒũKǣYCF*@ʢ/¨©KơeFǒɤMƴKČ.CFǶeF*dM
/ɷI@iG;L<%
7 ƯȺ ˽$Ŋ.C@G;LI<%
8 ƯȺ ˽$G]±ºkȕ0F*dH0]$ēkƃ92J*%CF<%
9 ƯȺ ˽$>Ma+Kʅ9F*@SH/FcY9@.bʔ8iAC@bȲGJ
2F]¾MºG]ŷ<ð4KƋC@ºAHź*Y;<%
10 ƯȺ ˽$>9Fʔ8i/Ǥ8e@-½¶hʔ8iMa+KƏɞ]ɞî]J*i
G;4eI]Œ9<DG]ɋ4F*2SHKaCFÇ.ɷIF2dMGkJ*
.JCF<%
11 ƯȺ ˽$>SGĥ˙MŲè\FÄC@iG;<%
12 ƯȺ ˽$Ȳb]ƣş˘ʅG*2bĒiG]DJ/bJ.C@<%
13 ƯȺ 	˽$-ƼʵN.J$ªɔĤMº@BGð.CF*dº@B/˵˵º*d.
bkvB^i]*d.]9eJ*.bɷK*CF%CFɿge@iG;L<%
14 ƯȺ 
˽$>SKɫC@b$;ZY=i<ƭĽMǥG;4IƭĽkI+JCF
*Y;.˿%CFə*@b$kvB^ik¦țǅèKêȖɖh²=FʢGʴi
G*0Y9@%CF<%
15 ƯȺ (˽$;7*ơeG]+ºȕGè\FMơe<%
16 ƯȺ )˽$ ơeKɗIJ/b]{MʴʣƎ]ʚCFkǣYcʚCFkǣY
cĲǴǱ/ǋdi:^J*.H*+ɺſk9F*@<%
17 ƯȺ ˽$ HK.2{hˍc@H@iKȥCˮ*ǴǱǐ/]+ǋF*Y9
@<%
18 ƯȺ ˽$>ekF>SMŖMʰcȥCˮ2JCFL<%
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19 ƯȺ ˽$]2]2]2]2FFSekǋdHźCFL<%
20 ƯȺ ˽$]+Ǫ/sHǋFL<%
21 ƯȺ ˽$A.bʢǔĽkƙFJ8*CFɿC@M<%
22 ƯȺ ˽$>9FºA4ū0<c©f9@M<%
23 ƯȺ 	˽$ǊŮKƿʰMɡŇȖʢH{A4G;<%
24 ƯȺ 
˽$>e]ĲĦM{/@28i;VFº/²CF*diG;<%
25 ƯȺ (˽$G{CFʢâ/ƺd*G;aL<%


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2. Questions for screening task: Information channels 
 
No Sentence 
1 ƯȺ ˽$]+>SMːǠMHSfGǠ/B`+I³ɱ/ÝC@MGʰɫǣ\A
CFɿge@MG<%
2 ƯȺ ˽$SS/ʼ˗ĬƌKJCF*dH*+SHHSSYGǴǱkǋJ*Af+
H*+FMȤMƴH.Mʅ]FC@MGYFSSK*eOĲ§ĵJi:^J*
.CFź*/FC@iG;L<%
3 ƯȺ 	˽$Ǫ/ū*@FHʮKȲCF*+ackĽI]@BMW+/ÙKSS
M¢kM¨KF>SKÙȕʞ/ɷIdaH.SSKÇ.º/*dCF*+Ą
RĮ/əSI@cH.<%
4 ƯȺ 
˽$ǻˌĝkǪˆhˇ\KɫCFʼ˗ʈŐKF@CF2A8*CF*+*D
]MLǴǱMǳƄī¤ʐī/ä@H0MˌȄȈɍ/˭c˞*@MG<%
5 ƯȺ (˽$ȲH±ºk»Ũȑˊhˈ4FİKäFİ.bȔH.©cF2dM
hɨBF2dMh˶ºGɷF*@b±º/$FA\A%CF<%
6 ƯȺ )˽$òĴʽ8i/ČS+.b$ƹ2ʭ5J0^A\JiA.b%CFɿge
FȲkòĴʽ8iMHSfKƇFFʚCF*C@iG;L<%
7 ƯȺ ˽$G]Ǫ/ǣYCF2e@MGòĴʽ8i/$ƹ2©cf%CF<%
8 ƯȺ ˽$@28i*fiJSHhɿCF2eF]+¦º*@ƴHòĴʽ8iH
G+BM±ºkF>SMˬĆK*d.bĲ§ĵJiACF*+ʅh9FȲ@B
kʔ8ikĲ§ĵACF¦ƾ®Ð:FY9@<%
9 ƯȺ ˽$ÇŨ]˘ʅ9@4IJ.J.ʰ:J2F<%
10 ƯȺ ˽$G]ȗɔM£ hʵN@ʧcGĶʟȞK˘ʅ/ʰ:F$»
ȗɔA.bČ.CF*d.bL%HɿC@b$+i+i%CFǥɼ/  Ĝ+
J<*@MG<%
11 ƯȺ ˽$ƣş˲˘ʅ˳k¥ h9@b;PŠCF2da+JȐƆGkJ2F
¥ kʬediA4eI]ȢƎKk@TiÇƽˉŲH.<%
12 ƯȺ ˽$GȲMHSfK]ÇƽˉìM¥ /Ŕ*F0F<%
13 ƯȺ 	˽$>+;dHÿʷ/Ç.ýȝGÓ*F*dº.bÿʷ/*F¥
 /ǋ@iA4IýȝüJ*Z@*Aa<%
14 ƯȺ 
˽$A.bƹ2ʼ˗9@ƴ/**a<%
15 ƯȺ (˽$ʼ˗CFISKʼ˗;dM˿CF*+ʩ¶h9F]>M¥ k@T
iÇƽˉŲKŔ*F*F<%
16 ƯȺ )˽$A.bÇ.ɯh<CH>MˌȄ¢¥ Z@*Jʢ/ʚCF*
Y;4IG]Çh9^VCF*d.å.bJ*iG;<%
17 ƯȺ ˽$HcFI<ýƱƚ9GɰȄhÛe@ÄȯK˘ʅ<%
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18 ƯȺ ˽$>MSf˘ʅ]DJ/bJ.C@MG_Cmcǅèk<%
19 ƯȺ ˽$DJ/da+KJCF.bG;aL<%
20 ƯȺ ˽$Œ9kŝǈ/ŀŶ;di:^J*.JCF*+ƅ:G¥ 9@iG
;4I<%
21 ƯȺ ˽$¥ ]Ŕ*F*J.C@Z@*G;L<%
22 ƯȺ ˽$ B`CHĥ˙AJCF*+ƅ:/9@b]+¦ưK¡Hƣş
˲˘ʅ˳.bʐī/˭C@iGFFSekB`CHĲ0*ĥ˙Af+JCF*+M
kʱī/Ų.bǋ@iGL<%
23 ƯȺ 	˽$¡hɷ@bB`+IÇåơe/Çå.å.bJ*G;4IB
`+IǩÀǮMƻÔ/ǶeF0F>eGǩÀǮMśĬ/ĳ¸Pb*YGǪ/ɫC
F*@M.J<%
24 ƯȺ 
˽$ G>MFHGzqhə*Fzqhə*F*d+BKAiAi
L˷8/˺8KJcFHõMƴGk˵˴8hʜIF*dJiF*+Ƃī/ÝCF
0F<%
25 ƯȺ (˽$Ȳb]ƣş˘ʅG*2bĒiG]DJ/bJ.C@<%


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3.     Questions for screening task: Passive information needs  
 
No Sentence 
1 ƯȺ ˽$]+>SMːǠMHSfGǠ/B`+I³ɱ/ÝC@MGʰɫǣ\
ACFɿgeY9@<%
2 ƯȺ ˽$SS/ʼ˗ĬƌKJCF*dH*+SHhƬIF]b*Y9@<%
3 ƯȺ 	˽$ȲH±ºk»Ũȑˊhˈ4FİKädHİ.bȔH.ɨBF2
dM/ɷIY9@<%
4 ƯȺ 
˽$Ȩº/ČS+.b$ƹ2ʭ5J0^A\JiA.b%CFɿgeF
ȲkƇFFʚCF*0Y9@<%
5 ƯȺ (˽$G]Ǫ/ǣYCF2e@MGɼƊ/$ƹ2©cf%CF<%
6 ƯȺ )˽$ȋk-ǥ8iH-Ĺ8iMȈ¶hȭʇ9F.bʢhɑ*FȲMH
SfK˩4D4F2e@iA>+G;<%
7 ƯȺ ˽$ơe/ĺYCF.bƮåɆC@˟¡GĲĥ˙HĲǴǱʐī/ī:
beY9@<%
8 ƯȺ ˽$]+ĐcMFe˲ǀɧ˳/ÞȉìHʸCF*@MGRC2c9J/b
ytG9@<%
9 ƯȺ ˽$>+;dHýȝGÓ*F*dÿʷ/*FýȝüJ*Z@*H*+
¥ /ǋ@<%
10 ƯȺ ˽$A.bƹ2ʼ˗9@ƴ/**aHɿgeY9@<%
11 ƯȺ ˽$>e.bÇŨ.ĲǴǱʐīH.Ji.äF*F>+*+M/FCF
]Ĳ0JǴǱkǋJ.C@9<%
12 ƯȺ ˽$SSMÝʒĥĨG˦Ʊhä9F*.J.C@bÞ2IS.b]ǋJ*
CFƅ:F<%
13 ƯȺ 	˽$-*92˦V@CFSHG$Ǽ/XfXfSXeF0@a%CF*+
º]*Cm**@9<%
14 ƯȺ 
˽$»SSKÅiG*dŇ/ȋɼHǥɼ/ÅiG*@ŇAC@iG;4
I>SKHK.2Ȓ˂A4hƗCFƹ2ɫ4HɿgeY9@<%
15 ƯȺ (˽$B`CHĥ˙AJCF*+ƅ:/9@b]+¦ưK¡Hƣş
˲˘ʅ˳.bʐī/˭cY9@<%
16 ƯȺ )˽$¡hɷ@bB`+IǩÀǮMƻÔ/ǶeF0F>eGǩÀǮM
śĬMĳ¸YGǺǪ9F*@SH/īď8eF*Y9@<%
17 ƯȺ ˽$Ø/șM{¥}£¥/ʼ˗ƌJCF*F˦Ʊ_Ǫh2ed.]9
eJ*Hɿ+MGɫCFZY9@<%
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18 ƯȺ ˽$G>MFHGzqhə*Fzqhə*F*d+BKAiAi
L˷8 /˺8 KJcFHõMƴGk˵˴8 hʜIF*dJiF*+Ƃī/ÝC
F0F<%
19 ƯȺ ˽$GǴǱ/őċǷK˷ƽ˵˴å7fKëȦ9@HɿCFY9@<%
20 ƯȺ ˽$ƸMäGƺd2JCF.b©MǜĽhɷK*C@iG;L<%
21 ƯȺ ˽$Ȩcĉ*/ǱK8bgedMhɷ@HÆh˙g=ǲ0J/bMʉƺ
G9@<%
22 ƯȺ ˽$¡hD4dHȱŗȼ¦ýȝM¶ƪKadƨŎɞȁeM¥{/
ǶeF-cªŀ/DMcY9@<%
23 ƯȺ 	˽$śŰƌǊŤɤ.bʼ˗9F-cǪǧŜ/J*H*+ƂīG9@<%
24 ƯȺ 
˽$Ň]J*9ȗiXAC@HSf]¢HȪGħYCF9YCF*
Fýů/å.bJ*a+JȐƆG9@9<%


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4. Questions for screening task: Information sources 
 
No Sentence 
1 ƯȺ ˽$]+>SMːǠMHSfGǠ/B`+I³ɱ/ÝC@MGʰɫǣ\A
CFɿge@MG<%
2 ƯȺ ˽$SS/ʼ˗ĬƌKJCF*dH*+SHHSSYGǴǱkǋJ*Af+
H*+FMȤMƴH.Mʅ]FC@MGYFSSK*eOĲ§ĵJi:^J*
.CFź*/FC@iG;L<%
3 ƯȺ 	˽$Ǫ/ū*@FHʮKȲCF*+ackĽI]@BMW+/ÙKSS
M¢kM¨KF>SKÙȕʞ/ɷIdaH.SSKÇ.º/*dCF*+Ą
RĮ/əSI@cH.<%
4 ƯȺ 
˽$ȲH±ºk»Ũȑˊhˈ4FİKäFİ.bȔH.©cF2dM
hɨBF2dMh˶ºGɷF*@b±º/$FA\A%CF<%
5 ƯȺ (˽$Ç.ƻȚG]a2ĲǴǱMƨʬh8e@M]ɷF*@iG;4I>+
*+]M/Ç.S+Ĳ0JĭKJCFˮ*ĭKJCFÞʾȲ@BMHSfKƕ
9ŉ=F2dZ@*J<%
6 ƯȺ )˽$ʔ8ikķŘMș/ěƴŖHǹKğYeFǵǩMFdķŘMș/Ĳ
ĸ0ķŘKÅiG*dº@B/Ĳĸ0JiG;a<%
7 ƯȺ ˽$A.bSSKȕ0F*dº@BMĘRH.Ɓ9Zʔ8iMɊK]F
da+K>MƁ9ZK˚.KČ.*ĉCFȹB¨/f+H;dº hɊK]Ɲ
*F0@Hź+iG;<%
8 ƯȺ ˽$ķŘ/Ĳĸ0JiG;a<A.bķŘMǢM¬ÁMº@BMSH]ɕI
Fʔ8ikǤ9F*C@iGJ*M.9b<%
9 ƯȺ ˽$>SKɫC@b$;ZY=i<ƭĽMǥG;4IƭĽkI+JCF*
Y;.˿%CFə*@b$kvB^ik¦țǅèKêȖɖh²=FʢGʴiG*
0Y9@%CF<%
10 ƯȺ ˽$ƀɖ8i].g*>+AC@4eI]<%
11 ƯȺ ˽$¡Gk{th9F2A8*ƟǩƍkĜ8J*G2A8*-
ŇM®K*F2A8*<%
12 ƯȺ ˽$A.bÇ.ɯh<CH>MˌȄ¢¥ Z@*Jʢ/ʚCF*
Y;4IG]Çh9^VCF*d.å.bJ*iG;<%
13 ƯȺ 	˽$ÇhɿCF*d.å.bJ*iG;a<%
14 ƯȺ 
˽$Gʫ*.4a+K9F]]+ʹ2MƴKɫCF*Fʫ*.4be
J*9śŰƌK˘ʅ;eOʰ:J*9<%
15 ƯȺ (˽$GśŰƌK]ɫCF*diG;L<%
16 ƯȺ )˽$$¯À˲ƶ˧˳8iʭ5F%CF<%
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17 ƯȺ ˽$HcFI<ýƱƚ9GɰȄhÛe@ÄȯK˘ʅ<%
18 ƯȺ ˽$»YG]ÇŨ]ĲǴǱʐīH.Ji.äF*F>+*+M/FCF
]ıŒǋJ.C@9<%
19 ƯȺ ˽$˕/ǻˌɒAC@]MG;.bʚCF*CFǴǱ/ǋdCF*+S
HH	8 MǴǱ/ǋdCF*+SHH>e.bǪˆkˇYbJ*H<%
20 ƯȺ ˽$_Cmcˇ\KɫC@ƴ/**G;.HɿC@bOÃ=dHɿgeY
9@MG>MʞGƋCF<%
21 ƯȺ ˽$˲ɼƊ/˳äF0F.b$Ĳ§ĵA.b˲ǴǱ/˳ǋ@bʭ5d.
bĲ§ĵA.b%CF<%
22 ƯȺ ˽$;PɳKŖ/Fd.bB^iHʭ5FL%CFɿC@b$å.C@
.bå.C@.b%CFɿCF<%
23 ƯȺ 	˽$ B`CHĥ˙AJCF*+ƅ:/9@b]+¦ưK¡Hƣş
˲˘ʅ˳.bʐī/˭C@iGFFSekB`CHĲ0*ĥ˙Af+JCF*+M
kʱī/Ų.bǋ@iGL<%
24 ƯȺ 
˽$¡hɷ@bB`+IÇåơe/Çå.å.bJ*G;4IB
`+IǩÀǮMƻÔ/ǶeF0F>eGǩÀǮMśĬ/ĳ¸Pb*YGǪ/ɫC
F*@M.J<%
25 ƯȺ (˽$ǩÀǮMśĬ/SePb*A.bSCBK]ǴǱkǋdCF*+M
kFcY9@4IYF>iJKSiJS+KLș/Þʾ_beB^+a+JǴ
ǱHkźgJ.C@<%


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5. Questions for screening task: Active information needs 
 
No Sentence 
1 ƯȺ ˽$Ȳkʼ˗ƘȮöĨMĥĠhɷȡ9Y9@<%
2 ƯȺ ˽$HcFI<ýƱƚ9GɰȄhÛe@ÄȯK˘ʅ<%
3 ƯȺ 	˽$ʰɫǣ\KJC@ȤâMˬʱʶʠMȬƢȿƌ/J*.ȭʇ;d@\K
¢¥ KäY9@<%
4 ƯȺ 
˽$ĻKƣş˘ʅG*2bĒiG]DJ/bJ.C@%
5 ƯȺ (˽$˕ /ǻˌɒJMGʚCFɫCF	¥ MǴǱ/2dH*+ƂīhŴ
@<%
6 ƯȺ )˽${u9F*diA4I<%
7 ƯȺ ˽$ƨŎɞKˊ;dƂīhǦƸ°ŹKʂ˃9Y9@<>9F®ʰcĥöGȜ
įKǩ/D0Y9@<%
8 ƯȺ ˽$zqKɘh.@[4dH¥{Gkĥ˙Mīʶ/Fc.Jcŭ*
ĥ˙JMAHʇʏ9Y9@<%
9 ƯȺ ˽$;7*ơeG]+ºȕGè\FMơe<%
10 ƯȺ ˽$ʤǬhƎˀ;d@\KśâMǗɖ8ihĜCFå4F2edHSfh
ƚ9Y9@<%
11 ƯȺ ˽$SMa+Ks~£ªʞ/ɋ2J.¥r¥KȡƛʲɈ9@HSf
ƳȂKFdʦÝĩĥKācKǋeOs~£ËɉąɞHMȭʇhŴF<%
12 ƯȺ ˽$ʼ˗ȖM{MȐǯhȭ.\a+HŰĬKɫ0Y9@<%
13 ƯȺ 	˽$ɔº¥KɫCFžĽk*Y;.Hə0Y9@<%
14 ƯȺ 
˽$Ųfhɷ@ƽĲ0*ˮ*Ǳ/¥£H0@%
15 ƯȺ (˽$ȤâMĈƵʃKʲɈ9Fˬ˰ɖMʼ˗Ùhƚ9Y9@<%
16 ƯȺ )˽$ɩMȭÏh9F*@HSfȤMȄņōȾǊʾKFdSH/å.cY9
@<%
17 ƯȺ ˽$ȃ9*ơeKɵge@ȡŲɰņMȐǯhȭʇ9a+HýȝMǛâh
ɷFĜcY9@<%
18 ƯȺ ˽$˕/ǻˌɒAC@]MG;.bʚCF*CFǴǱ/ǋdCF*+S
HH	8 MǴǱ/ǋdCF*+SHH>e.bǪˆkˇYbJ*H<%
19 ƯȺ ˽$»YG]ÇŨ]ĲǴǱʐīH.Ji.äF*F>+*+M/FCF
]ıŒǋJ.C@9<%
20 ƯȺ ˽$ʢkˬʱʶʠ¨.bM©ʢhÎ;ɌŻǓâǍhǟȠKɷJ/bʳY=
Y9@<%
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21 ƯȺ˽$Õ@B˓K¨/CF	ʾŕFC@iG;4IIMʾŕK*a+.C
FźCFHɷ@ȧˉKkɡå@B/*D]ŋF*dŋŅMȸ.b¥£H]M
/ǋFɭƤ/FCFP9^CF*+ƅ:/FC@iG<%
22 ƯȺ ˽$GǱ/AiAiJ2JCF0F;PŖK¨CF-OFB^i/Ƕ
8eF*C@ƴČKB`CHʞhū0<cJ/bɫC@b-OFB^i/>M
ʧMSMʧG;L<%
23 ƯȺ 	˽$śǨÆɝ˧MɰņȐǯhÞĕGɷFȭʇ9Y9@<%
24 ƯȺ 
˽$r¥h¡Kɑ0ƟIFɷFY9@4eIĲǴǱʐīCF*+
Mkè\Fə*F0Y9@L<%






 
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Appendix D:  
Project task instruction on human senses and disaster-related ISB to 
crowd workers 
 
This project task instruction was given to crowdsourcing workers presented in Chapter 4. 
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1. Project instruction: Human senses 
 
Project Instruction:·ƅ
Subject:>>ǜ&¢zotDÆ˪ʍƯȺUM·ƅ ¿«ÈǗ
 
In the message:>>˲Lancer’s name˳ǜ
Æ˪ʍƯȺUM·ƅ ¿«ÈǗhŃƵ9F*@A*@£x¥M+BȏKÈǗMɂŨ
/ˬ*HéƲ8e@ȟǜKƧ\F¢zotH9FÌˢh8=F*@A*F*Y;<

 ¿«ÈǗ>M]MKĲ0JįǂȆkFcY=i/»Ĝ¿«9F*@A0@*ƯȺ
˲Fd*k>MƲȌ˳MƮk	ìŲFcY;<¦ƴ»ĜkÆ˪ʍMƯȺÞÆhˋɻ9F
*@A2MG ¿«ōʓHJdƯȺMìŲˊÍ˲Ưɟ˳/acƺȭKJcY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺk 502 jm GƞË9 ¿«ÈǗMɇǏkpt} jm KʂÝ9
F*@A2ƴŪG;<9@/CF­ɖMjm ƥÈ/G0dƴKþï9F*@A0@*H
ɕIF-cY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺKkȄņKFge@ƴMȝɿM¾K¡¥¥Mȝɿ/ĎYeF*Y;<
Y@Ȩº_ŇƷMƴMȝɿ/ĎYeF*dĬĉ]FcY;<ƞË8=F*@A2ǃˤKk
ɧE4/9FFcY;MGˮɧMD*@ƯkƯɟƂī˲˛ ¿«ōʓƯ˳H9F-ʊ
Z*@A2A4GɇǛG;<

ʙɧMƯMZ ¿«hɫJCF2A8*<ŹM@\ ¿«ƂīhʂÝ9F*@A
2pt} jm K] ¿«ōʓHJdɫțć/µ\ʂʥ9FFcY;MG>Bb
]ĉg=F7ȭʇ*@A0J/bÈǗhʳ\F*@A4dHţ*G;<

ȵƓīˁ˂ˣk ( ãhµł9F*Y;<ȵ˂HƎƮƱkSBbGʕƖ*@9Y;<

ƞǓɎ\æck  ƸȴŨ ¿«¥MɃǉkÈǗˈĺŲ 	 ƸȴŨhǖʁ9F*Y
;<ŸóK˔9acı2Mƽˉ/ŷɶG9@bǖʁ9Y;MGǩʤK-ŏL2A8*<

Â¨ɁûJʉƺKJcY;/7ƞǓh7ǖʁ*@A4eOţ*G;<

þɕYGKÆ˪ʍƯȺUM·ƅ ¿«ÈǗMǚɶhÂ©KƜʥ9Y;<

Ǌ{tGk˙ȄÆ˪ʍMƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞK
kĈƯȺKō9FºˉM·ƅhÉC@ʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*@A0Y;<

»Ĝåˤ9F*@A2·ƅkɹɺɚɺđɺęɺ-aRɾɺG;<>e?eMłɓH
ʆŮ;dÊƯha2ʊiG>Mȏŵhȓɽ9@¨G{thŃƵ9F2A8*<Y@¦
DMƯȺG DÂ¨Mƅɺ/ʆŮ;dĬĉkɴƮMʻƔɜhʻƔ;dSH/G0Y;<

ɹɺkɷdSHMîY@kɞîMSHGFd˾ɷId]MY@kɷbed]M<
Ê˽$Hɷ@bǱ/ȹCFǋ@iG;a<%

ɚɺk˝hȨɺ;dɞîGFd<
Ê˽$>M+BȔ/ssHɨBF2d<%

	đɺkȎʘHăY@kėHMƛɾƽKƅȨ8ed˥đMƅɺGFd<
Ê˽$SM¥k;Cm*đ/;d<%
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

ęɺk˯MĚŁKaCFô*_˨chƅ:dɞîGFd<
Ê˽$B`CHK-*Mɢ*]M<%

(ɾɺkʡÆM¦ʾå/Ç.KɾedɫȇGFd<
Ê˽$ǱKȲ/²C.CB^C@CF*+ƅ:AHź+iG;a<%

)J9

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<

.-Ė*ĉg=UMōŸ/
¤Ǌ¢zotM-Ė*ĉg=UMʩÐkÂ©MƽˉKɫ*Y;MGFb.:\7´ƒ
2A8*<
ǆE˂˲ȰƸhˏ2˳ 
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2. Project instruction: Passive information needs 
 
Project Instruction:¥|˲Ăñ˳
Subject:>>ǜ&¢zotDÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂī¥|˲ĂñȞ˳ ¿«ÈǗ

In the message:>>˲Lancer’s name˳ǜ
Æ˪ʍƯȺUMƂī¥|˲ĂñȞ˳ ¿«ÈǗhŃƵ9F*@A*@£x¥M+B
ȏKÈǗMɂŨ/ˬ*HéƲ8e@ȟǜKƧ\F¢zotH9FÌˢh8=F*@A
*F*Y;<

 ¿«ÈǗ>M]MKĲ0JįǂȆkFcY=i/¿«9F*@A0@*ƯȺ˲Fd
*k>MƲȌ˳MƮk	ìŲFcY;<¦ƴ»ĜkÆ˪ʍÞÆhˋɻ9F*@A2MG
 ¿«ōʓHJdƯȺMìŲˊÍ˲Ưɟ˳/acƺȭKJcY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺk 502 jm GƞË9 ¿«ÈǗkpt} jm KʂÝ9F*@
A2ƴŪG;<9@/CF­ɖMjm ƥÈ/G0dƴKþï9F*@A0@*HɕIF
-cY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺKkȄņKFge@ƴMȝɿM¾K¡¥¥Mȝɿ/ĎYeF*Y;<
Y@Ȩº_ŇƷMƴMȝɿ/ĎYeF*dĬĉ]FcY;<ƞË8=F*@A2ǃˤKk
ɧE4/9FFcY;MGˮɧMD*@ƯkƯɟƂī˲˛ ¿«ōʓƯ˳H9F-ʊ
Z*@A2A4GɇǛG;<

ʙɧMƯMZ ¿«hɫJCF2A8*<ŹM@\ ¿«ƂīhʂÝ9F*@A
2pt} jm K] ¿«ōʓHJdɫțć/µ\ʂʥ9FFcY;MG>Bb
]ĉg=F7ȭʇ*@A0J/bÈǗhʳ\F*@A4dHţ*G;<

ȵƓīˁ˂ˣk ( ãhµł9F*Y;<ȵ˂HƎƮƱkSBbGʕƖ*@9Y;<

ƞǓɎ\æck  ƸȴŨ ¿«¥MɃǉkÈǗˈĺŲ 	 ƸȴŨhǖʁ9F*Y
;<ŸóK˔9acı2Mƽˉ/ŷɶG9@bǖʁ9Y;MGǩʤK-ŏL2A8*<

Â¨ɁûJʉƺKJcY;/7ƞǓh7ǖʁ*@A4eOţ*G;<

þɕYGKÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂī¥|˲ĂñȞ˳ ¿«ÈǗMǚɶhÂ©KƜʥ9Y
;<


Ǌ{tGk˙ȄÆ˪ʍMƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞK
kĈƯȺKō9FºˉMƂī¥|˲ĂñȞ˳hÉC@ʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F
*@A0Y;<

»Ĝåˤ9F*@A2Ƃī¥|˲ĂñȞ˳kȶǘȞKƂīhǫ\d$ɞñȞ%Ƃī¥
|HČS+.b_CF0@Ƃī/ǫ\F*@]MH¦ɣ;d$ĂñȞ%Ƃī¥|/Fc
Y;<»ĜM{tGkŲɖMĂñȞƂī¥|MʂʪMǇȈhéƲ9F*@A0>M
âňhåˤ9F*@A0Y;<¥|/Ń˔KǾ@8e@.č.kĖ*Y=iMG7ǳƄ
2A8*<Y@¦DMƯȺG  DÂ¨Mrw/ʆŮ;dHɕIbedĬĉK-*F]
ǅ]ʺæHɕIbedrwh¦DA4-ʻR2A8*<

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ǳƄ¶ˠ˽©ʂMrwkF2YGĂñȞKƂīhĂ4āC@ĬĉMʂʪKʺȖ;dr
wG;<ɡbɞñȞKƂīhǫ\@ĬĉMʂʪk;VF$¥| ˽ĂñȞ¥|J9%
KʆŮ9Y;MG7ǳƄ2A8*<

¥| ˽ȒȐĥĨMɰņȐǯĥĨȤĢMȐǯ 
Ê˽$ǽMɰņȐǯhə*FɡĿʨʧHMɰņɸǞMʸ*K˫0Y9@<%

¥| ˽ȄņƂīȄņƂīƢņƂīȄņȀÒƂīĥ˙ƂīǴǱƂī 
Ê˽$ɌŻĥ˙Ƃīy{ĂÐɲɑ˷˴kĈĥKˀɑ8e@ĥ˙ʀKadĥ˙ǖȨKĩ
E*@ĥ˙ʱīhĂÐ;d<%

¥| 	˽ʼ˗ƘȮʼ˗ƘȮHʼ˗ƌMǖɄ 
Ê˽$ŠĿ/Ğ˗JĬĉkÏɝĤKū0ʩ9ǰYda+KƘȮ8eY9@<%

¥| 
˽ýĽî¶ƪȝ˘ƌK-4dȊȝ 
Ê˽$zq.bȱŗȼ¦ýȝ/ǴǱGɰȄ9Ȋȝ9@HM¥{/ǶeY9@<%

¥| (˽ȄņŲMËɉs~£Ǫ˦ƱɮˤMƞË 
Ê˽$£lkMȟ8i/ʼ˗ɖȖM˦VȎhȖƄ9F2edHMʲɈ/FcY9@<%

¥| )˽¾ɖMÆ˪ʍ¾ɖMʡKʛSC@äǋ¶ 
Ê˽$ʼ˗9F0@ʨƌMƴ.bɡĿ/ǴǱGǺǪ9@SHh00Y9@<%

¥| ˽ʐďǴǱʐīǳƄīüˑJȐǯKˊ;dʐď 
Ê˽$Ģʶhʚdǻˌʢ.bĲǴǱʐīMkn£{/FcY9@<%

¥| ˽ĂñȞ¥|J9Ƃī¥|MʂʪJ9ɞñȞƂī¥|MʂʪMZ 
Ê˽$˲ȋɼK˳*2b-˂..CF]**G;<%


.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<

.-Ė*ĉg=UMōŸ/
¤Ǌ¢zotM-Ė*ĉg=UMʩÐkÂ©MƽˉKɫ*Y;MGFb.:\7´ƒ
2A8*<
ǆE˂˲ȰƸhˏ2˳
 
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3. Project instruction: Active information needs
 
Project Instruction:¥|˲ɞñ˳
Subject:>>ǜ&¢zotDÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂī¥|ɞñȞ  ¿«ÈǗ

In the message:>>˲Lancer’s name˳ǜ
Æ˪ʍƯȺUMƂī¥| ɞñȞ  ¿«ÈǗhŃƵ9F*@A*@£x¥M+B
ȏKÈǗMɂŨ/ˬ*HéƲ8e@ȟǜKƧ\F¢zotH9FÌˢh8=F*@A
*F*Y;<

 ¿«ÈǗ>M]MKĲ0JįǂȆkFcY=i/¿«9F*@A0@*ƯȺ˲Fd
*k>MƲȌ˳MƮk	ìŲFcY;<¦ƴ»ĜkÆ˪ʍÞÆhˋɻ9F*@A2MG
 ¿«ōʓHJdƯȺMìŲˊÍ˲Ưɟ˳/acƺȭKJcY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺk 502 jm GƞË9 ¿«ÈǗkpt} jm KʂÝ9F*@
A2ƴŪG;<9@/CF­ɖMjm ƥÈ/G0dƴKþï9F*@A0@*HɕIF
-cY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺKkȄņKFge@ƴMȝɿM¾K¡¥¥Mȝɿ/ĎYeF*Y;<
Y@Ȩº_ŇƷMƴMȝɿ/ĎYeF*dĬĉ]FcY;<ƞË8=F*@A2ǃˤKk
ɧE4/9FFcY;MGˮɧMD*@ƯkƯɟƂī˲˛ ¿«ōʓƯ˳H9F-ʊ
Z*@A2A4GɇǛG;<

ʙɧMƯMZ ¿«hɫJCF2A8*<ŹM@\ ¿«ƂīhʂÝ9F*@A
2pt} jm K] ¿«ōʓHJdɫțć/µ\ʂʥ9FFcY;MG>Bb
]ĉg=F7ȭʇ*@A0J/bÈǗhʳ\F*@A4dHţ*G;<

ȵƓīˁ˂ˣk ( ãhµł9F*Y;<ȵ˂HƎƮƱkSBbGʕƖ*@9Y;<

ƞǓɎ\æck  ƸȴŨ ¿«¥MɃǉkÈǗˈĺŲ 	 ƸȴŨhǖʁ9F*Y
;<ŸóK˔9acı2Mƽˉ/ŷɶG9@bǖʁ9Y;MGǩʤK-ŏL2A8*<

Â¨ɁûJʉƺKJcY;/7ƞǓh7ǖʁ*@A4eOţ*G;<

þɕYGKÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂī¥| ɞñȞ  ¿«ÈǗMǚɶhÂ©KƜʥ9Y;<

Ǌ{tGk˙ȄÆ˪ʍMƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞK
kĈƯȺKō9FºˉMƂī¥| ɞñȞ hÉC@ʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*
@A0Y;<

Ƃī¥|kȶǘȞKƂīhǫ\d$ɞñȞ%Ƃī¥|HČS+.b_CF0@Ƃī
/ǫ\F*@]MH¦ɣ;d$ĂñȞ%Ƃī¥|/FcY;<ɡbƂīhƞË;dɫȇk
Ƃī¥|KŮFkYcY=i<»ĜM{tGkìɖMɞñȞƂī¥|MʂʪMǇȈ
héƲ9F*@A0ǫ\@ƂīMâňhåˤ9F*@A0Y;<Ń˔KƂīhŴdSH/
G0@.č.kĖ*Y=iMG7ǳƄ2A8*<Y@¦DMƯȺG  DÂ¨Mrw
/ʆŮ;dHɕIbedĬĉK-*F]ǅ]ʺæHɕIbedrwh¦DA4-ʻR
2A8*<

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ǳƄ¶ˠ˽©ʂMrwkF2YGɡbɞñȞKƂīhǫ\@ĬĉMʂʪKʺȖ;dr
wG;<ĂñȞKƂīhĂ4āC@ĬĉMʂʪk;VF$¥| ˽ɞñȞ¥|J9%
KʆŮ9Y;MG7ǳƄ2A8*<

¥| ˽ȒȐŇƷ_Ȩcĉ*MȐǯĐcMȐǯ 
Ê˽$ʯ®ŢȂKÅ[ŇƷKʲɈ9F]˘ʅkɏ/bJ.C@<%

¥| ˽ȄņƂīƢņƂīȄņȀÒƂīĥ˙Ƃī 
Ê˽$ƦƌâKƋc˙Ũ )ŬHMSHhȭʇ9@<%

¥| 	˽ʼ˗ƘȮʼ˗ƘȮHʼ˗ƌMǖɄʼ˗ĬƌKˊ;dƂī 
Ê˽$ʢGʼ˗9a+H9F*@ȘżK$ISUɫ4O**.å.bJ*MGƬIF2A
8*%HŏLY9@<%

¥| 
˽ýĽî¶ƪȝ˘ƌK-4dȊȝƨŎɍKˊ;dƂīJI 
Ê˽$ȱŗGýȝKˊ;dƳ9*Ƃī/J*.¡hɷF*Y9@<%

¥| (˽ȄņŲMËɉs~£Ǫ˦Ʊɮˤ÷ɩĔMƞË 
Ê˽$>MˉzqhD4FƫƠȎʗMƂīhȭʇ9Y9@<%

¥| )˽¹ʰƂīʶʠMˇ˄_ßà¹ʰǡˊMƂīçʢMȐƆ 
Ê˽$noxmhƚ9F¹ʰȐǯhȮ;ƂīhāŴ9Y9@<%

¥| ˽ʐďǴǱʐīǳƄīüˑJȐǯKˊ;dʐď 
Ê˽$ǅƳMǴǱʐīhȨd@\Kr¥zqhD4Y9@<%

¥| ˽ɞñȞ¥|J9áÆȞKŴ@ƂīFd*kŴa+H9@ƂīKˊ;dʂʪJ9
ĂñȞKƂīhĂ4āC@ĬĉMʂʪMZ 
Ê˽$¡hD4@bĥ˙MɰņȐǯhīď9F*Y9@<%

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<

.-Ė*ĉg=UMōŸ/
¤Ǌ¢zotM-Ė*ĉg=UMʩÐkÂ©MƽˉKɫ*Y;MGFb.:\7´ƒ
2A8*<
ǆE˂˲ȰƸhˏ2˳

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4. Project instruction: Information sources 
 
Project Instruction: Ƃīǿ
Subject:>>ǜ&¢zotDÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂīǿ ¿«ÈǗ

In the message:>>˲Lancer’s name˳ǜ
Æ˪ʍƯȺUMƂīǿ ¿«ÈǗhŃƵ9F*@A*@£x¥M+BȏKÈǗMɂ
Ũ/ˬ*HéƲ8e@ȟǜKƧ\F¢zotH9FÌˢh8=F*@A*F*Y;<

 ¿«ÈǗ>M]MKĲ0JįǂȆkFcY=i/¿«9F*@A0@*ƯȺ˲Fd
*k>MƲȌ˳MƮk	ìŲFcY;<¦ƴ»ĜkÆ˪ʍÞÆhˋɻ9F*@A2MG
 ¿«ōʓHJdƯȺMìŲˊÍ˲Ưɟ˳/acƺȭKJcY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺk 502 jm GƞË9 ¿«ÈǗkpt} jm KʂÝ9F*@
A2ƴŪG;<9@/CF­ɖMjm ƥÈ/G0dƴKþï9F*@A0@*HɕIF
-cY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺKkȄņKFge@ƴMȝɿM¾K¡¥¥Mȝɿ/ĎYeF*Y;<
Y@Ȩº_ŇƷMƴMȝɿ/ĎYeF*dĬĉ]FcY;<ƞË8=F*@A2ǃˤKk
ɧE4/9FFcY;MGˮɧMD*@ƯkƯɟƂī˲˛ ¿«ōʓƯ˳H9F-ʊ
Z*@A2A4GɇǛG;<

ʙɧMƯMZ ¿«hɫJCF2A8*<ŹM@\ ¿«ƂīhʂÝ9F*@A
2pt} jm K] ¿«ōʓHJdɫțć/µ\ʂʥ9FFcY;MG>Bb
]ĉg=F7ȭʇ*@A0J/bÈǗhʳ\F*@A4dHţ*G;<

ȵƓīˁ˂ˣk ( ãhµł9F*Y;<ȵ˂HƎƮƱkSBbGʕƖ*@9Y;<

ƞǓɎ\æck  ƸȴŨ ¿«¥MɃǉkÈǗˈĺŲ 	 ƸȴŨhǖʁ9F*Y
;<ŸóK˔9acı2Mƽˉ/ŷɶG9@bǖʁ9Y;MGǩʤK-ŏL2A8*<

Â¨ɁûJʉƺKJcY;/7ƞǓh7ǖʁ*@A4eOţ*G;<

þɕYGKÆ˪ʍƯȺUM·ƅ ¿«ÈǗMǚɶhÂ©KƜʥ9Y;<

Ǌ{tGk˙ȄÆ˪ʍMƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞK
kĈƯȺKō9FºˉMƂīǿhÉC@ʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*@A0Y;<

»Ĝåˤ9F*@A2ƂīǿkÝƎ9@˲Fd*kÝƎ9a+H9@˳ƂīMƞË×_ȝ
ȕǿMSHG;<>e?eMƂīǿMłɓHʆŮ;dÊƯha2ʊiG>Mȏŵhȓɽ9
@¨G{thŃƵ9F2A8*<Y@¦DMƯȺG  DÂ¨MƂīǿ/ʆŮ;dHɕI
bedĬĉK-*F]ǅ]ʺæHɕIbedƂīǿh¦DA4-ʻR2A8*<

Ƃīǿ˵˽ƨʬlk˲ƻȚzq˃˝8e@˝Ǚ¡JIMļÆh¼9FƂī
hƞË;d<˳
Ê˽$¡hD4dHȲMȠKƻC@MkÐ:beJ*ÚǀG9@<%

Ƃīǿ˶˽ŇƷȨº˲ŇƷȨº7ʨƌ_@Y@Yœĉg=@ʋ.˳
Ê˽$ŠĿ9F0@ʨƌMÜȻ/$ʶʠ/íeFd˱%Hɿ*Y9@<%
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
Ƃīǿ˷˽İĢƩŧ
Ê˽$q¥{kƩŧ.búű 78 ģâ.bʼ˗;da+KƘȮ/FcY9@<%

Ƃīǿ˸˽ŀÞɬȕ¤ÏŀˌȄɅɐ˲ƫŻʢǻˌ˒ƦƠ£lkĝÆÏÑƌʐ
Ō˳
Ê˽$ǴǱMȝȕhȨb=dǻˌʢMxm¡£Hkn£{/Ƕe@<%

Ƃīǿ˹˽ǩʓŤ
Ê˽$ƣş˘ʅGǴǱʐīhȨcY9@<%

Ƃīǿ˺˽ĥƴɡǭÆ˲śŰƌɛĕĥöŰĕȤŤťīƦƠ}£¥˳
Ê˽$ƣşHßɪ˘ʅGśōȾǊʾHʲɈhācJ/bƫƠʖMȐǯhȭʇ9Y9@<%

Ƃīǿ˻˽ɛĬMvlĊÖ˲ɅĉĊÖŦĕńɼY@kÏʑɖƬɝǡˊM
ľȕƬŞŰĕ˳
Ê˽$ŠĿ/ȈȓJĬĉkÏɝĤKū0ʩ;a+Kȓ¶˅.bƘȮ8eY9@<%

Ƃīǿ˼˽ƂīǿJ9
Ê˽$ȱŗśG˙Ũ )ŬHMSHGFC@<%

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<

.-Ė*ĉg=UMōŸ/
¤Ǌ¢zotM-Ė*ĉg=UMʩÐkÂ©MƽˉKɫ*Y;MGFb.:\7´ƒ
2A8*<
ǆE˂˲ȰƸhˏ2˳

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5. Project instruction: Information channels 
 
Project Instruction:ƂīɆʠ
Subject:>>ǜ&¢zotDÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂīÝƎɆʠ ¿«ÈǗ

In the message:>>˲Lancer’s name˳ǜ
Æ˪ʍƯȺUMƂīÝƎɆʠ ¿«ÈǗ")#hŃƵ9F*@A*@£x¥M+Bȏ
KÈǗMɂŨ/ˬ*HéƲ8e@ȟǜKƧ\F¢zotH9FÌˢh8=F*@A*
F*Y;<

 ¿«ÈǗ>M]MKĲ0JįǂȆkFcY=i/¿«9F*@A0@*ƯȺ˲Fd
*k>MƲȌ˳MƮk	ìŲFcY;<¦ƴ»ĜkÆ˪ʍÞÆhˋɻ9F*@A2MG
 ¿«ōʓHJdƯȺMìŲˊÍ˲Ưɟ˳/acƺȭKJcY;<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺk 502 jm GƞË9 ¿«ÈǗkpt} jm KʂÝ9F*@
A2ƴŪG;<9@/CF­ɖMjm ƥÈ/G0dƴKþï9F*@A0@*HɕIF
-cY;<{MZhƌƗ9F*dƴkÈǗ/Ğ˗.HźgeY;MGĉg=F7ǖ
ʁ2A8*<

Æ˪ʍMƯȺKkȄņKFge@ƴMȝɿM¾K¡¥¥Mȝɿ/ĎYeF*Y;<
Y@Ȩº_ŇƷMƴMȝɿ/ĎYeF*dĬĉ]FcY;<ƞË8=F*@A2ǃˤKk
ɧE4/9FFcY;MGˮɧMD*@ƯkƯɟƂī˲˛ ¿«ōʓƯ˳H9F-ʊ
Z*@A2A4GɇǛG;<

ʙɧMƯMZ ¿«hɫJCF2A8*<ŹM@\ ¿«ƂīhʂÝ9F*@A
2pt} jm K] ¿«ōʓHJdɫțć/µ\ʂʥ9FFcY;MG>Bb
]ĉg=F7ȭʇ*@A0J/bÈǗhʳ\F*@A4dHţ*G;<

ȵƓīˁ˂ˣk ( ãhµł9F*Y;<ȵ˂HƎƮƱkSBbGʕƖ*@9Y;<

ÌˢKD*F7ǖʁ*@A2ǉˉkkƸȴŨ ¿«¥MɃǉkÈǗˈĺŲ	Ƹ
ȴŨhǖʁ9F*Y;<ŸóK˔9acı2Mƽˉ/ŷɶG9@bǖʁ9Y;MGǩʤ
K-ŏL2A8*<

Â¨ɁûJʉƺKJcY;/7ƞǓh7ǖʁ*@A4eOţ*G;<

þɕYGKÆ˪ʍƯȺUMƂīÝƎɆʠ ¿«ÈǗMǚɶhÂ©KƜʥ9Y;<


Ǌ{tGk˙ȄÆ˪ʍMƯȺhFd ¥ KųCFåˤ9F*@A0Y;<áÆȞK
kĈƯȺKō9FºˉMƂīÝƎɆʠhÉC@ʂʪ/ĎYeF*d.héƲ9F*@A0
Y;<

»Ĝåˤ9F*@A2ƂīÝƎɆʠkº /ƂīhÝƎ;d˔KÉge@lk_ǡĚ
MSHG;<ō˜GMăˡvu¥y£]ÝƎɆʠKĎYeY;<>e?eMƂīÝ
ƎɆʠMłɓHʆŮ;dÊƯha2ʊiG>Mȏŵhȓɽ9@¨G{thŃƵ9F2A
8*<Y@¦DMƯȺG  DÂ¨MɆʠ/ʆŮ;dHɕIbedĬĉK-*F]ǅ]ʺ
æHɕIbedɆʠh¦DA4-ʻR2A8*<

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ƂīÝƎɆʠ ō˜GMăˡÊ˽º MĮƘȮ 
Ê˽$șâÄMƴ.bǴǱ/ŇYGëʷ;dŽe/FdHɿge@MGɡĿKƋC
@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ m£¥Ê˽646noxm 
Ê˽$no¥zȽGąɞJˎcƂīh˖\FŀÞ/FdȴŨȭʇG0@MGŠĿ8
=dSHK9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ 	1 ¥ Ê˽~v£_ƣşM 1¥ _}¥z 
Ê˽$ʯ®GȨº.bɡĿʨʧYGǴǱ/ǋF*db9*HM¥ /Ŕ0Y9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ 
˘ʅÊ˽ġł˘ʅƣş˘ʅßɪ˘ʅ 
Ê˽$ŇƷK˘ʅh9FʨǯhŏLY9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ (zqÊ˽zqƣş˘ʅzqr¥zqȈɍzq 
Ê˽$Äȯ.bƞË8e@ʢMr¥zq.bƂīhĀ˖9Y9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ ){¥r¥HȣǍÊ˽ƫŻʢǻˌʢʿśťīʢv¥q
l{{¥r¥ʐŌʢ­œÅɖľǒƨʬ˘ĽƜȮǍ 
Ê˽$Ģʶhʚdǻˌʢ.bĲǴǱʐīMkn£{/əSIF0Y9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ ¡ɡĿ¡ƣş¡ʢʥ¡ 
Ê˽$ɦM®M¡.bƂīhŴdSH/G0Y9@<%

ƂīÝƎɆʠ ɆʠJ9ƂīÝƎɆʠMʂʪJ9 
Ê˽$ȱŗśG˙Ũ )ŬHMSHGFC@<%

.¥āŴMȠȞ¤ācƑ*/
¤ȄņˊʲMƂīɫñKˊ;dȫȷKȖ*Y;<
¤ʌǑ_¥åǎKk;VFøċ 30 hÉȖ*@9Y;<
¤»ĜM¥hĩK9FʎƯ_ľÄJIGȫȷȝɯhɫ+SH/FcY;<

.-Ė*ĉg=UMōŸ/
¤Ǌ¢zotM-Ė*ĉg=UMʩÐkÂ©MƽˉKɫ*Y;MGFb.:\7´ƒ
2A8*<
ǆE˂˲ȰƸhˏ2˳
 
